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HUSA candidates 'speak out'
.

'

By KELLY MARBURY
Hilltop Staff writer
The candidates for the upcoming
March 7 HUSA elections were in-

volved in a heated speak.out last Tuesday at the Meridian Hill lounge .

The four executive staff
slates and
•
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the two undergraduate trustee candidates were given five minutes per slate
to addiess the body with their platforms . Afterward the floor was opened
to a question-an~-answer period .
Intensive questioning by students began at 8:45 p.m. Approximately 100
students were crammed into the Meri-

dian Hill loun)?:e .
Key questions concerned student
placement. the Hilltop. the AfroAmerican Studies program. motivation
of the candidate s to run for office.
transfer student involvement in HUSA.
the budget for nex.t year , and the comprehensive examination .
A question was asked about what the
candidates plan to do about student
placement after graduation.
BYRD: We propose to implement a
student employment section. A catalog
of resumes will be sent to prospective

employers and we will lobby these employers to help the studenTs\find jobs.
The candidates also responded to the
Hilltop 's lack of responsibility in
educating the students.

CATHCART: The Hilltop needs
''editorials to address issues of community and international issu~s . We are the
community . The students should pressure the people who govern the Hilltop.
OWENS: Become a staffwriter. Petition the administration, and write letters and editorials to the Hilltop .•Most
of all-read it!
JACKSON: I always thought it (the
Hilltop) was their (the editors J paper
instead of yours . Make sure the newspaper serves your concern-not be editor's concern .

BYRD: Go to the Hilltop and make
sure the issues are addressed .
The university requires a majority of
students to take swimming and foreign
language. However Afro-Ameri.can
studies courses are not a requirement .
1bc candidates addressed this issue. ·
OWENS: To prevent future mistakes, we must know what or where
we've come from . Go to the Administration and say that it is a disgrace
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By SONYA TENNELL
Hilltop Staffwriter
What is happening to our Blac~ im' poverished families? This question was
the topic of a seminar sponsored this
past Tuesday by the Afro-American
Studies Department entitled ·' The
Blac~ Family: Contcmpor.iry I~sues."
Dr . Joyce Ladner, a renowned
sociologist and professor at Howard
University presented some hard core
facts to au audience of approximately
20 people.
According to Dr. Ladner, 31 percent
of our poverty stricken families are sin. gJc parent households. Also, 55 percent
' of our Black childre.n arc born out of
wedlock. The majority of children born
o~t of wedlOck arc born to teenage
· mothers who according to Dr. Ladner
''have few marketable skills."
Dr. Ladner pointed out that these statistics reflect the fact that Black women
rarely give their chil~ren up for adoption, abortioq is often times problematic and finally, most of the women who
are becon}ing pregnant ~annot afford
to.

So how do we help our impoverished
I

I

families? Dr. Ladner says ftrst we have
to deal .with
the attitudes of our society.
.
.

majors. Cole sent out a letter_to
the body stating that if they didn't
attend the chapter meeting on February
14 that their names would be sent to the
National Headquarters in Chicago for
expulsion from the Society.
Nine names were submitted to the
National Headquarters as a result of
their not being in attendance at the February 14 meeting.
The journalism students at Howard
University basically staff to student
publications, The Hilltop and The Community News and for the most part is
supportive, but the lack of members
becoming involved in the journalism
society contradicts this .

made by the entire board not the chairman, .. said Johns .
- ·'I plan tO-cail Reggie in frrst and sec
what's going on I will make my decision depending on what he is going to
say.
'' I can't make a statement that I'm
going to boot him o~t without finding
out the circumstances.''
Moore said that he was to receive a
student lo,an and had thought t11at the
loan was received by the Office of the
Bursar. "I thought that things had been
straightened out. I'm going to find out
what is what."
Bursar Alfred Roscoe was not available for comlnent on the matter.

The Hilltop Board is scheduled to
meet Monday , Feb. 27, at 6:30 p.m. in

the Forum of the Blackbum Center.
Whether Moore will preside is now in
question.
'
HUSA Elcctio11s Committee Chairman Keith Baker said that Moore's not
being registered in school was not a
violation of the elections guidelines.
••Tue flJ'St time we checked Reggie was
registered in school. We didn't have a
copy of the final roster.''
Section Ill-Item 2 of the elections
guidelines states the campaign manager
has only to be rogisterod with the. elections committee. Co-chainnan Mike
Lindsey said ''wedidn'tcoverthis(Tbe
Registtation of the campaign manager)
in the Guidelines.''

''I really do not know why some of
t,b_e onc;,s that did not cq_m:e_!o ~ ~t:.
ing were absent," said Cole. ''I think
there arc a lot of people in lhc school
(Communications) who are out for titics , but when it comes for time to work
they are all busy. You have to give at
least some time if you arc a member.''

our chapter cons.tltution, '' said Cole.
••An interview process will be implemcnted and possibly a semester of
trial membership will be written inUi
the new constitution."
The SOX Constitution Committee is
headed by the Chairman of their Planning Committee, Bany Caner, a senior
Another problem cited by Cole was print journalism major from New YOlk,
that the initiation process may be laxed. N.Y.
Under the present chapter guidelines
Other committee members include
aperspectivememberhastowritea500 · Frank Khali Abney, Natalie B'ell, Eu·word essay on '8. choosen topic . The gcnia Dunn, A. Orlando I cdbcaer and
essay is then reviewed by the member- I;>awn Simon.
ship and the perspective is either re''I'd like to have 12 hard working
jccted or accepted.
members than 25 inactive ones." said
''We are in the process of re-writing Cole.
11

•

.

•
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panel discuss Jesse Jackson campaign

Al~hough the forum was entitled . riched.bytheissueofReverendJackson
''1be Moral Implications and Socia) running . Second, because Jackson's

of the Jackson PreThe legitimacy of the Jackson cam- s1dential Candidacy ... Pro and
paign was the theme of an ethical forum Con,'' the panelists brought a variety of

held at the Undergraduate Librat')i other perspectives about the Jackson
campaign.
Congre1sman Walter Fauntroy ;
Every panelist, however, stressed
Washington Posf columnist Dorothy the legitimacy of Jackson's campaign
, Gilliam; Georgetown University Fel- -and emphasised the need of the people
Wednesd•y.

low Ronald Palmer; and Clarence to treat it

I

'

'

.

-~esponsibil_ities

' - • l'endlcton, chairman of the U .S . C.Om-

nalis~

•

Fauntr~y,

'Hilltop .st.ff writet

legcs. Mopre was chosen by Raymond
Byrd the president of the School of
Liberal Arts, to serve as a representative to the Hilltop Policy Board.
Dean Johns said that '' If a student
doesn 't meet a11 of the criteria they are
not clligiblc to serve on the Hilltop
Board . It is my responsibility to make
sure that the students maintain their
clligibility. ••
A question was asked that if Moore
was not officially enrolled in school
would the decisions of the board be
void.
Dean Johns said that Moore participated in one meeting and the meeting
was held during the time that students ·
had the opportunity to register.
·· Any decisions of the Board are

Journal~m group laments student d~interest

.

-B-y~KR=~y-'~~
· ~AL--Q-U_INN______

By KELLY MARBURY
~lltqp Staff writer

Reginald Moore , Hilltop Board
Chairman and campaign manager for
HUSA presidential hopeful Dan Jackson, is not regi stered in school .
According to Austin Lane, Dean of
Student Special Services, ''No student
by the name of Rcgina1d Moore is on
the officia1 _!Oster of the university.''
Vincent Johns, Dean of Student Life
''The Reagain Administration has im- said that according to the policy of the
plied that the problem is related to the Hilltop Board a student must be a full
structural factors within the Black com- fime student currently enrolled in gocxl
inunity and not within the structure of standing in his respective school or
society in general . '' Then we have \ college.
those Blacks who are suffering from
Board members arc selected by the
what is termed as ''Cultural Narciss- presidents of the 17 schools and colism.'' Dr. Ladner describes this as an
attitude that is focused more on selfactua1ization than on concerns such as
the family structure .
Some members of the audience suggested that the reasons for not being
able to reach out and help our imHilltop Staff Report
poverished families starts within our
The Howard University Chapter of
own community. It was suggcsted ·that
we look at our educational system and the Society of Professiona1 Journalist,
to our traditional Black organizations Sigma Delta Chi, has been recently exfor assistance. Dr. Ladner pointed out periencing some organizationa1 probthat such organizations such as the lems due to the lack of suppon from the
National Urban League and Delta Sig- membership, aeeording to Dexter Cole,
ma Theta Sorority are implementing chapter president.
•'At each meeting we had the same
national programs geared towards
assisting our impoverished Black single few faithful ,'' said Cole. '' I was shocked when I looked at the roster when I
parent households.
became president and found out a11 the
Dr. Ladner says the future looks people who were members. I had an
bleak without mass intervention. ··1 be- idea, but I was shocked at the numbers.' '
li~c that those of us here have an
The Sigma Delta Chi membership
o~!~ation ,to go out and promote
jourc
e. We need to alleviate human consists of ,34 students, a11
suffering. It is a very critical problem.''

Social Respomibilities

Rep.

ple. I see the issues of my people not lecture series of how to get involved in
student government. (Jackson is presbeing addressed
JACKSON: Knowledge that I saw ently the coordinator of UGSA).
a need and reality that there arc no other
I~ HUSA""" 2)
candidates that arc dedicated.
OWENS: T~e present system of _

Hilltop Board chief is not registered

Actor Whitman ''Grady''-Mayo discussed the history of Black
story telling at the 13th annual~~ommunications Conference

Howai:d sociolog~t
'
d~cusses plight of
poor Black families

CATHCART: Concern for my peo- · JACKSON: lJGSA has proscnted a

•

By Brian Brans:h-Price-The Hillt op

I

we don't have Afro American studies . student government is going through
JACKSON: I am presently serving changes. I' ve been in the back rooms
on the acad~mic advisory board and I implementing programs, and I want to
can pressure the board so that we can see student government move.
BYRD: I have a responsibility to
insure that everyone must take these
you, and I believe that I can make a
courses.''
BYRD: I serYc on the academic change.
The issue of transfer students not bepolicy board, and all of the students
should be more involved in the un- ing involved in student government was
addressed by the candidates.
iversity's academic policies.
BYRD: We plan to place a compuJENKINS: We are of African descent and we are from Africa. We want ter infonnation board on main campus
to work with organizations to impress that lets you know what is going on in
upon the administration to make sure student government and what events
that the rumor of any course with are going to take place for the day.
JENKINS: We plan to institute a
'' Black' ' in it will not be obliterated.
Jenkins' comments were in response means by which students know what
to the rumour that the unvicrsity plans HUSA is doing . Most important is stuto di~solve any course with ''Black''_ dent self-initiative.
OWENS: I have given out flyers
' 'African'' in the name.
Miss Howard University, Charlotte that told the students how to get inLewellen, aSked ''what are the things volved in HUSA: Student leaders must
·
that motivated the candidates to run?'' ge_J. people invol-.;ed.

u such.

Fauntroy said· ''lbcre arc three rea-

ini11ion oo Civil Rights were the pon- IOlll t().dvcieate iackson's candidacy .·

_, .

American Jews Alludes Jackson,'' columnist Gilliam spoke on the media's
coverage of Jackson an4 h!s c~pa!gn.
Gilliam said ''the Washington Post Ind
the New York Tim~s have play,ed on the

However, Pendelton said ''Nothing
is off the record. When you're out
c-ampaign quests for full participation
there, you're fair game.''
of Black Americans in political life.
The question of whether or not JackAnd third, to build a broader rainbow
sonTs~~ would spllt~ the BllCk
· Coalition."
_ .
biases of both sides."
Demoaatic vote, and the questioo of
Palnxr said ''Jackson is getting peoIn reference to derogatory remarks whether the campaign gives Blacks a
pie to think they arc somebody. The
Post reporters alleged that Jackson false hope were other issues discussed
consciousness of the people is raised on -~-•j~St Jews', Gilliam said, ''The at the forum.
issues that would not have otherwise printing of Jackson's statement _raises.
However, PendletOn said ' 'Jackson
been dealt with. such as the rolationship an ethical question of whether or not it has plwni"'ll the people, even though
between Blacks and Jews.''
should have been printed since the

Saasing an example of a Washing-

. Tbe tint ia beuusc the nation is en- ton Post article entitled ''Peace With

•

°'".t.!'"·

people'. s mind.
The disorganization of the Jai •HI
campaign was also criticiJed. Said,
Gilliam, "We must keep in mind tbal
this ii Ill ..-.oclo• Cl"'!"'iJn.:...~ ii ·movemcnlicampeign. He may do 1111mdlCldox thi.nas, and he's aettina unonbodox resullS.
•

· ·,,Keep in ihO boel: cit youi ;mnc1 .,.
reuon for tbe diloqMi 1 1riGG 'be!
Neeb have tie 1a b •wtomofa-•ioa--

they realize
"""' the end
If
statement was supposedly 'off the rec- Jackson
doesn't mate it, the
of i al political c•1• z ip.jl . . . . . . .
'ord .•••
u.11r·1nce.••..w0iltirn .
. B)ack candida will alWlfl be 00 the uaYl'h
t

..

'

•'

• •

--HUSA

~~7:::::-.:"'.::-~--~~~:-:::::~::::':i'i":"~~~~------------------------------------------~~
grams . The largest portion will be to be tested on.
geared to you . And we will print quarterly 1rcports in the Hilltop concerning

JENKINS: Once we have elevated
ourselves to that point. We should be

our budget.

able to pass a comprehensive exam.
Our probtem is that it is only one

Former HUSA president Howard

An issue that has been brought up

Newell asked the candidates how they several times during the elCction is the
plan to ~pend the budget of HUSA next comprehensive examination in the Colyear.
legc of Liberal :4-1:s.
.
.
OWNF.s: Tony and I are not ~nO~NS: It is 1mposs1ble with core.
ers. We will know stud•t goveinment.-cGmculum. that one t~st ca~ be gearedYou have to sit down and diagram ex- to test you in yo~r maJor. It s really not
actly where the money goes.
: , too comprehensive. We come before

•

CATHCART: We will try to kbep
tile student body informed. 'There will
bc a workable fonnat . We Will put on
enlightening programs.
JACKSON: Utilize it where it benefits the niost. Knowing how to take the
budget . .. without asking anymore
from you .
BYRD: The largest percentage will
be given to programs-and to staff
stipends. The programs arc your pro-

-

you with alternatives, and we can do
something about it.
. . .
JACKSON: 1 have asked _if tt (the
exame} was tested to test tt s . co~petcncy. I have no problem with 1t,
except if it will test for what it is going
to test.
BYRD: I have
to pass it too. We
1
plan to institute a pre-con1prehensive
examination where juniors can be fa miIiarized 'with the material that they are

school. Every other school is isolated
and ostracized from the other 16
schools and 'colleges .
Manoti Jenkins introduced the slate

of Chris Cathcart and Jenkins. Jenkins
cited the problems that plague the stu~
dents of Howard: housing, busing and
cafeteria food .
Jenkins said the strength of the student body is in collective and effective
organization . ''EverY individual ...
should be a pan of an organization.
Th is is where the power lies . Jndividually we can't deal with the problems. We must come together collectively.
{See HUSApagt JI
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Students rate with us. If you're 18 or older.
all you need to rent from us is your current
student 1.0 .. valid driver's license and cash
deposit. Call or stoP

tJY to complete a qualifica-

tion forn1. We also accept most majo1· credit
cards. You pay for gas and return the car to
\Vashi11gton National Airport .

Avail,1ble at:

What it's worth in terms of pay, dignity, respect and
professionalis1n in .ArJlly Nursing.
What Army Nursing means in terms of variety, travel,
;1liv;1nt·l'.ll educ;ttion, special training, bencfics.
And,- how you qualify .

1

1618 L Street. N.W. . . ....... ........... . ............ 347.4772
12th and K Streets. N.W... _........ _............. ... 842-1000
8375 Sudley Road (Manassas, VA) .......... _. _.. . 703-369-1600

1

•

'
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Before you dcc.·idc which direction your career will go, or if

WE GIVE YOU NATIONAL ATTENTION: AND THAT'S THE TRUTH.

you 'chink a ch~ ngc in career is in order, .

call
Ser gea nt First Class Bill Clews
at
(202) 723-68 67

'

from 9AM to 5 PM Monday through Friday.
•

t

''.

NO MILEAGE CHARGE

l

•

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE •

P£RDA-Y
Rate availal* from

6 p.m. Th,unday to

p p.m. Monday. 2-day
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Army Officer Candidate
School (0.C.S.) It's a 14·week
ch~llenge to your mental and physical toughness.
·
It isn't ~asy. But you'll learn
what's deep inside you. That
you havewhatittakes. You'll come
out strong, sure in your ability to
lead, and in great shape. You 11 be
a commissioned officer in the
Army, ready to exercise leadership r
skills civilian companies put a
precniul\1 on:
If you're about to get your
degree in engineering, the O.C.S. challenge could be just what you're
seeking. Call your local Anny Recruiter.

I
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•
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(301) 295-5979

'

BE

BE.
Hollywood, Pompano Beach, Lauderdale-by-!he-Sea, Deerlleld Bo1eh.
w.~ !he mdiDon to IJve 00 for.vet? Then order your full.cola< 17" X 23;' pc;.., ol'S.,.kclk . L '84br
C
$3.00 (chock ormonev·order, nocuh, pie••) to: Spti1c lkak '84,SOOThlnlA_.. W1•,S1 rk WAW!O. ,
Be~'° ~-YD"!~~! II and_~g- _~ incl!ed~1_P.!»XL . .~ .. .~ A·. .
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Blind Student
• •
faces money cnsis

from page 2

•

'

•

Elections speakout

•

By T. DENISE ASBURY
Hilltop Staffwrtter
Alpha fraternity members Dave Arnett
To be in need of a couple of 'dollars and Leo Whittjker pleaded his plight to
from home is not unknOwn to any of us, the General Assembly . At present no
but to be without food or the funds to avail has come; to that , and Covington is
meet expenses is . To William Coving- still seeking assistnace .
too, a graduate student in the School of
He says his family is not able to help
S«:ial Work, the scarcity of funds he is him out that much because his mother is
,lncruting is very real .
the sole financial provider , and she
- Covington says that he is presently would not be able to meet his expenses
having to live off a btidget of $349.00 as well as her own .
which is ·solely Social Security beneCovington also indicates that there is
fits. Out of this budget. he must meet also a student in the School of Comdefcrred housing and class payments, munications on the graduate level . The
and bills for the care and maintenance student is an international student who
of his seeing-eye dog, and himself. He is blind aJso . Covington says the stusays of his class payments, · ·1 am dent is waiting on funds to be received
chaiged $139.00 for six credit hours.'' from his home land . ' 'The last time I
When asked why he could not re~ spoke with the brother . before his
ccive continuc<SJunds from the Depart- phone was disconnected, he had not
mentofVocation and Rehabilitation, as eaten in a while, " Covington said . He
he did in undergrad school , Covington 1 has sought assistance ~ause ~e . is
said that according to the laws of the aware of the·difficulty Covington 1s 1ndepartmcnt , once a student becomes a curring, Covington added. The student
graduate student funds are stopped b:e- .. was not available for ~mment because
cause the student is considered in- his phone has been disconnected .
dependent. and without need . He also r
When asked what needs to be done to
says that he could not rec~ive funds aide part-time, han~icapped students
from· the University because he is a here at Howard, Covington says a fund
pan-time student .
or organization needs t<:> ~ set up. for
Covington says that he has been in- the express purpose of a.id1n~ ~art- time
volved in ''total A-building action ' ' to' handicapped students . ''This 1s someget assistance . The most assistance he ihing I an\ working on along with the
has been able to get is a place to house aide of Dr. Sylvia Walker of the School
his braille equipment in the library .
of Education . I would like to see it
Unable to receive assistanc e become a reality soon _so that no one
financially , Covington has turned to . else will have to experience what I am
fraternities here on campus. Alpha Phi experiencing ," Covington concluded .

'

Jenkins also referred to the constitu- 1 everyone to help us move collectively
tion and the membership of HUSA . ~ toward the future . We're not just su~
, ported by a faction at this universityquoting Article I Section II', intetpret- · we need everyone ' s help ."
ing it to mean ' 'the executive board , Speaking for the slates of Dan Jackdoesn't make up HUSA . You , the stu- son and Myron Howie , Howie said that
dents make up HUSA .
the price of books is too high and he and
Jn the question and answer period. Jackson plan to implement a book exJenkins' running-mate, Cathcan was change for students to buy used books
unable to answer a question on the exact from other students .
~:
members who make up HUSA . CathHowie added that the students ''need
cart named five failing to mention the experience and know-how, and exstudent body and general assembly .
cellence .
Carthcart was also asked about his
''We (Jackson and Howie) don't
lack of experience in studen! govern- want you just to hear us, we want you to
ment . He said that no other student listen to us . You need more from a
•
leaders have addressed the problems of student government leader than un'.
the students: '' Individuals have man- realistic promises . After all the unipulated us for some time . It is time for realistic promises are made what do you
somebody that is not used to the tradi- have?'' asked Howie .
•
tional corrupt politics . I repre sent
In an earlier edition of the Hilltop,
something you don' t know .
undergraduate . trl.istee candidate Terry
Cathcart's comments were well re- Tucker was quoted as saying the posiceived by the audience . His arousing tion would be a learning experience for
and persuasive speeches stimuated the hirrt-'.--he said the quote was incorrect.
audience throughout most of the eveTucker clarified his position, saying
n1ng.
he has ·· made the necessary steps ''to
The next.slate to present its platform prepare himself. I have done the things
was Raymond Byrd and Darryl, Fields. that are needed, the position will not be
Fields spoke first, saying he is ··serious a learning experience for me . You need
~ -and concerned . The students have the and deserve effective representation on
responsibility to know the difference the Board of Trustees . If I am on the
between a rhetorician and a politi~ian . board I can give insight . "
We have something to offer ."
I
The other candida1e for the position
In the remaining two minutes , Byrd of undergraduate trustee, Joey Rusell
By Wayne E. jackson·Thc Hilltop
said, '' Howard is half alive . Have you George. gave his reasons for running.
ever been touched by fire ? When you George said that he has a ' ' love of this
\.Villiam C ovington at the main gate of Howard University .
are touched by fire you do something. institution. I want to help it continue ·
Darryl and I are going to touch y.ou. and on. The student body was not as active
it's going to spread and they' ll know as it could have been ."
that this is indeed the MECCA."
George's second reason was that he
I
Andre Owens was not present at the wants to help perpetuate the tradition of
beginning of the speak.out . Tony Gal- Howard . ' 'Let' s stop talking and let"s
Jant spoke for the candidates. Owens do it . We are one as Howard University
and Gallant are running under the prem- students ,•• said George .
ise that they have the most experience
Tuesday"s speakout was the second
. to do the job and that collectively they, of seven scheduled for the candidates.
with the students' help. will "" repres~nt The next debate is Feb . 27 in Sutton
everyone 's opinion, not just one voice . Plaza from 6:30 p .m . to 8:30 p .m . llte ,
We don ' t run a dictatorship, we need eli;ctios are only two weeks a day.
.
'
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Tae Kwon Do team is on the '1'
By RENEE K. DAWSON
Hilltop Staffwriter -·

'' We , the Howard University Tae
·Kwon Do team, are the name in Tae
Kwon Do in this country. but the di- ......!
lemma is we are not recognized at
home ,·· said Sunimory Gbassay Alpha .Alpha, who is a' third degree black
belt and the assistant instructor to Master Dong Ja Yang. ~ aid thi!! } ae Kwon
Do is a fast-growin g sport . and wtll-be·'
..featured in the 1988 Olympics. as well
as the Official Asian games in 1985 ,
and the Official Pan A1nerican games in
1987.
As a team in the National Collegiate
Tac Kwon Do Association, they participated in the First International Collegiate Tac Kwon Do championships
held in Seoul , Korea in December
1983. In the main event they were five t1me national champion s , _and the
women had been a dominant force with
seven national championship titles ,
.
Alpha said .
Summory Alpha (Far Right) i11structs tl1e lfoward University Tae
the 1983 World Championships in
Cypenhageo , Denmark , fi ve athletes
at a recent practice.
from Howard's team were successfu l in
in the tOumament .
around this country who want to transbringing home medals.
Two other Howard students repre- fer to HowarQ_,team, '' he added , and
''I am training my team at the maxsented their counnies in Africa. 'They ''our stature ha:s grown fast, and our
imum level , " ·said Master Yang, an
are Sumotshozo Phillip , a silver medal- ~putation speaks for itself.''
eighth degree1black belt, and president
ist , and Sumorry Gbassay Alpha , a
Tae Kwon Do is a multi-purpose art .
of thC American Athletic Union of the
bronze me-.dali st.
U .S . Inc . He iSalso the right-hand man
Some take it for the sport of it, oth~rs
. ' 'For a Black institution, we are for a spiritual conditioning , and others
Of Dr. Un Yong Kim , president of the
n\ore or less-the vanguard of this move- for the discipline .
World Tac Kwon Do Federation,
ment in this country , '' Alpha said . He
• ·'With me personally, Alpha said, ''I
according to Alpha .
''Most of us who compete train six · added that Yang has challenged the take it for the challenge."
team to take the lead in this movement .
According to Alpha, the two requid;ays a week , two-to-four hours a day ,··
Asserted Alpha , · ·we are doing it with sites to be and stay on the team are
Alpha added . Training includes stretchthe least possible means we have, and academics and a dedicated commitment
ing , conditioning , spaning techniq\]es
limited support from the Howard com- to Tac Kwon Do .
and free fighting .
·
munity and the Washington community
• Howard University had the opponuAlpha acknowledged that the pro. nity to have a duel n1eet and show its ·as well ."
gram here has ''dictated our national
•
•
There are 100 members in the Tac and international performance. ''It is a
skill with K Yung Hee University , the
Kwon Do club , of which five are staff reflection of Professor Yang:' s guidance
Tae Kwon Do center fo the \\'orld . Each
memben. . 17 are black belts.
national c hampio n was selected to
and Dr . Carl E. Anderson's assist' 'We have just receivd a new addit- ance ," he added .
represent his country . Five were on the
ion to tbc team, Patrick Remarck . who
~ U . S . team f1u m Howard . They were
Christopher Galloway, a Pre-law
Fredcfick. D. Lewis , in the Phillip Cun- is the African gold and bronze medalist major at Howard said, ''Tac Kwon Do
ningham, Christopher Galloway, Shar- in the world , · · exclaimed Alpha . gives me something to strive for , an
on Jewel and AllisOn Park.er. All placed , · 'There are approximately I 0 students uplift, and a sense of purpose .

r
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Drama producti9ns
•
for spring season
By Claude Smith
Sped•I to the Hilltop

the Department speaking to and advising the students . This program enables
In the upcoming season for the De- the students to obtain beneficial inpartment of Drama in the College of formation about their specific fields and
Fine Arts. Professor Sandra Bowie will areas of interests . The Contact Probe featured in the March 14- t 6 revival grams are not pre-planned but impendof the I 920's Flo Mills musical ing sessions will be posted .
On May 11. the Department will
''Blackbird.s6 according to Professor
Kelsey Coll~. executive director of present its annual ' ' Weenie'' awards.
Howard University's Children' s Named after former Department chairman, the late Owen ''Weenie'' Dodson
Theatre .
As a final production, the De- as he was affectionately nicknamed by
partment's remake of ''Blackbirds' ' students . 1be awards will be presented
will be a m,usical show featuring all new to students who have shown outstandsongs and dances, as well as comedy ing development in their craft.
In progress is a research project by
routines, both period and contemporary . The production , which includes Professor Vera J . Katz regarding The
the Department's students, promises to Black lbeatre Movement in W•shingbe spectacular because it has the kinds ton D .C . during the period 1968-1976.
of songs, comedy and dancing that Taquina Brown, a former professor of
from l 920 to l 938 had everyone head- the Department is working with Prof essor Katz . The Department is
ing to the stage .
In addition to the student and faculty sponsoring these spec::ial events and
pro4uctions, the Department has de- projects to showcase the creative talents
veloi>eJ Cofitict Programs . The Con- of the students and faculty members.
tact Program involves ~ists visiting
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By Wayne

Kwon Do

TM

.

' ·It also improves my physical condition , and sharpens my mental condition , plus teaches you limitations and
how to overcome personal obstacles,''
Galloway.added .1
Tac Kwon Do Club member and student Cedric Catron, said that being a
new member of the club ' ' feels like
home away from home .·· He added that
the ' ' blood, sweat and tears that instructor Alpha puts us through brings
the team closer together, and helps him
to strive for success."

'For a Black institution,
we are more or less the
vanguard·'
Speaking on behalf of the tt:am ,
Alpha said ' 'Yang is a father, friend ,
and a-ipiritual leader who noc only
teaches physical development, but also I
true spiritual and moral character. ''

, THE THIRD ANNUAL 0
SHOOTOUT
will be held March 9 and Ioth In Burr Gym
'

I

'
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Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their Ingenuity ond flexlbllhy
.ore os vlrol os their .degrees.. They'll rell you they ore helping
The world's poorest peoples anoin self sufflclency in The areas
of food production, energy coruervorlon, education, economic
development and health services. And they'll rell you obout
the rewords of hands on career experienee overseas. They'll
rell you l(s me roughest Job you'll ever ~ -

'

~2

basketball team• (8 players per team) will compete In a two day
tournament.
1st Place· Championship trophy, two cases ol beer, and T ..hlrts;
~41 Place· 2nd Place trophy and case ol beer
·
Semi.finalist• • each a placque and spilt a case ol beer.
Plus an MVP Trophy
r
25 dollars for each team.

You're Needed
All Over fhe·
World.

PEACE CORPS
,

RECRUITERS WILL BE ON CAMPUS MARCH 6, 7 AND
8 FROM 9AM UNTIL 5PM IN THE BLACKBURN CENTER
LOBBY. PLEASE VIS!T OUR DISPLAY TABLE FOR
INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS.

,L:...~~
· ~~~~~~~.;__,-~~~~~~-:-~~-:-~~~~~-:-~~~~~~.l._~_..::.~_::.~~~~~~~~. ~
. ~--'
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• You can take free civilian flying lessons
Then get in on the ground floor in our undergrad11ate officer
• You're commissioned upon graduation ·
'
'
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the
men in this ad have. And also have some great adwntages like:
J
If )QU're looking to moi.e up quickly, look into the Marine Corps ..
undergrad11ate officer commissiorii.iJ.g program. You could start off
• Earning $100 a month during the school ~
making
more
than $17,000 a~
• As a freslunan or s0phomore, )QU- could complete
){lur
ba5ic
.
training during too six-week summer . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.-----.
MaybeJfJU can be one ofus. ·
~ons and earn more than $1100
during each session
• Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week summer session ·
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want to move up

?

cau ·u Jflike Mason · collect

at J01 ·4J6·2006 for more infomeation
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Argentinean survives torture and imprisonment

'

•

•

.

or ulllan

e
By Kelly Mitchell.Clark
Hilltop Staffwriter
Argentinean Alicia Partnoy . a college student who was imprisoned for
three years during the military rule of
her country, believes that education
provides students ''with the tools to
help in the fight for freedom and justice.''
''Students should not isolate them-

selves from the rest of society . Since
they ' re getting the information to work

• on problems, they have the opponunity
·lo change things in society.' ' Partnoy
- said.
,

Partnoy estimated that she was one of
approximately 30,000 Argentineans
who ''disappeared' ' and/or were imprisoned between 1976 to 1979 .
According to Partnoy , ''disappeared ' '
means that the government would not
acknowledge a person's detainment .
' 'I was disappeared for five months
before they acknowledged they had

me, " Partnoy said of her torture and
imprisonment which began in January
of 1977.
' ' I spent three and a half months in a
concentration camp blindfolded with
my hands tied," where she shared the
; terror wilh about 50 other> _ "I lost 20
pounds. We were hungry all the time .
They beat me with the rubber stick
when they caught me tal!clng."
She explained that the rubber stick
actually had a lead center which caused
the prisoners a lot of pain but left no
ffiarks . Partnoy has reli\led the horror of
those three years many times in the
numerous interviews she has consented
to and during lectures. In fact , she has
e\len told her story to Howard Uni\ler·

sity journalism students several times .
Charles Simmons, a journalism in·
structor an.d longtime international
watchdog, was responsible for bringing
Partnoy to the university because he
belic\lcs ''students anywhere should be
familiar with what's happening around
the world . ' '
''She was a student at the time,'' he
said. ' 'She's a fighter; she went through
tonure and three years of imprisonment
and still has the same type of attitudes
about struggling for human rights . This
demonstrates that an oppressi\IC force
cannot change or destroy the human
will to resist or struggle for freedom ,''
said Simmons.
Partnoy 's struggle for freedom began
at a university in the southern portion of
the country which she attended while
fulfilling the role of wife and mother.
As a self.described ' 'Pcronist," Part·
noy, along with hundreds of other stu·
dents, became a part of the fight for
social, economical, and political re·
form .
HerSCcond hU.sband, Antonio Lci\la,
who was toriured and imprisonC$f for
four an<! a half years after being arrested
for organizing students, described Per·
onism as a ••....cry broad national move·
ment of which he most important
aspects were economic independence,
social justice, and political sovereign·
ity ...
Peronism, which is named after Juan
Peron who ruled the nation for a dee·
ade, got its stan in about 1940, Leiva
said. Partnoy added that during this
time , all of the major industries were
owned by the British, who were the
former colonizers, or by a small ruling
oligarchy.

Nicarag~a: .A

''Peron was very nationalistic, "
Partnoy said. ''He tried to develOp an
independent country when he was
elected in 1945."
During Person's rule, Partnoy said
the im:lustties such as the railways were
nationalized and there was a growth in
the middle class. ''The workers steadily gained power, such as vacations and
improved working conditions.
Evita, Person's wife, was very
politically active and represented "the
workers, the youth, and the women' '
Partnoy said. ''She said that her base,
he people, were the poorest of the
movement. She represented the more
progressive sector. She was recognized
as the link between Person and trade
unions .' '
Partnoy believed it was due largely to
Evita's efforts that Argentinean women
got the right to vote in 195 I .
Person was ovcnhrown in 1955, af.
ter, Partnoy said, the "oligarchy got
fed up with power gained by workers .• •
Between then and 1973, the military
staged several coups and Peronists were
not allowed to participate in elections
until 1973.
Person was admitted back into the
country and resumed office after the
Peronists won the 1973 election. fan.
noy said that Hector Campora was
elected president, but resigned after on·
ly one month in office, turning the
reigns of power over to Person who
died a year later.
Partnoy explained that Peron's
second wife, Isabel, was vice·president
and took over after his death, but she
became ''a puppet of the military'' and
"she looked for support from the right
and gave the military more and more

'

support. By 1975 , ,the military was the horrors of the · ' concentration
more in control than the civilian gov- camps.··
emment._"
' 'They found out about me (organizDuring the 1960s, Leiva said, uni- ing against the government) {l.nd came
versity students were isolated from the to my house when I was there with my
community an.d mostly the middle- and daughter, Ruth . My husband was at
upper-class attended the universities. work, " said Partnoy.
''By 1972·73, the majority of stu·
Her parents were not notified until
dents wanted a change and so did some five months later, when she was ttans·
of the faculty," Leiva said. ' 'lbey be· ferred to prison where conditions wcrc
came more politically active and in· ''much like death row·we could have
volved in the problems of the country. visitors, but no reading or T. V. '' She
Students lea.med to be critical and t.an- said there were ''no trial, no layer. and
alytical of the information they re· no charges.''
ceived . And more poor people were
Though Pannoy was afraid for her
allowed to go to the universities."
life before her imprisonment, she said
At the University of La Piaf? which ''I felt it was the only choice I had . We
Lcvia attended, the students had ere· didn ' t have a co'nstitution. They didn 't
ated a·highly political student organiza· allow trade unions or political parties,
tion . By 1975 , the government declared .and they were destroying the economy
ttieseorganizations illegal, and Leiva, a of the country .' '
student leader, was arrested in June of
Then, in 1979, Pannoy and her first
that year.
husbandwereallowedtoapplyforvisas
The students continued to hold elec- to leave the country. ··we could either
tionsandhadsecretmeetingsbetween leavethecountryorremaininprison,''
classes which were soon discovered by she said. By this time . the Human
university officials.
RightsCommissionoftheOrganization
One day, Leiva said. ''they were of American States (OAS) had begun
waiting for me, the dean of the school an investigation into the human rights
and two civilian-clothed policeman. I abuses , she said.
ttied to leave but four policemen were
The U.S. granted asylum to Partnoy.
waiting with machine guns and took me her husband and their daughter, and
to .th~ federal police .head~uarters-.: ~· . . . . theyweresenttoScattle, Wash. ''lbey
Leiva s parents weren t not1fie~ until had a big refugee program there ··
three days and many torture tactics la· which was sponsored by area churches.
ter.
From there she moved to Washington ,
Leiva said he was beaten, kicked . D.C.
left in the cold naked , and given shock
Partnoy is now re· married , works at
treatment with 220 volts of electricity. the Cuban Embassy. and anens the Uni·
According to Leiva, ''they did this in a versity of the District of Columbia
very massive way to society,"
(UOC).
Partnoy was captured two years la·
After the December 1983 election,
ter, and by that time , she had heard of Partnoy was granted permission to re·

revolution withstanding the test o

tum home . Partnoy plans to return, but
only after the economy becomes more
stable. In Argentina, unemployment is
hi'gh and inflation -runs rampant .
''We're under the poveny line here , bUt
at least we ~an eat every day and rent a
house.",....-,.
BJ1t"'-the new government does
rep(csent a glimmer of hope for Partnoy. ''I'm happy with democracy . but
I'm not happy with thC way they ' re
harid.Iingjustice, ''she said, referring to
the fact that several military officials
are having military, rather than civilian
tJ:ials. ''They have to be judged as any
citizen who commits a crime."
Although the human rights abuses
have stopped, Pannoy said ''they destroycd the progressive elements' ' of
the Argentinean society. •'There is a
whole generation who grew up without
much knowledge of the history of Peronism.: • '°.
ROn.;t ·Weitz. area coordinator for
Latin America of Amnesty In·
~mational , an advocacy organization
for hU.man rights, said she is ' 'encour·
aged'' by the new go\lemment.
Amnesty International was largely
responsible for documenting the hun1an
rights abuses in Argentina, especially
after the 1'176 coup w~n there were
''Systematic violation of human
right.' '
W.eitz said, ' ' It is somewhat· pre·
mature to make assessments, but we are
encouraged by its new govem111cnt
stated commitment."
Despite the' risks , Partnoy said shr
, planS to fCt\!m to her native homelanl1 .
''I ' m going back," she said. ''It's a
lifelong commit111ent ."
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FROM Jan . 17 to 22 , Monica Moore head and three otMr political activists
from tht U.S . wtrt invited by 1ht
Nicaraguan Committee for Peace
(CONJPKl)for ctkbra1ions and a tour
•
ofNicaragua in honor ofthe 551h birth·
day of slain civil rights leader Dr. Mar·
tin LuiMr King Jr. and 10 show solidar·
iry wiih the struggle of North A~rican
people.

Since the revolutionary triumph on
July 19, 1979, the Nicaroguan people,
with the guidance of the Sandinista
National Liberation Front (fSLN) and
its mass organizations, have been in the
process of rebuilding their war·tom
country to meet the needs of the people,
while resolutely defending their Reva-.
lution against the ever menacing U.S.
imperialist aggressors, known as ''contras . ••

By Monka Moorehead '
On our first day of arrival at the A.C.
January 2~"Sandino yesterday, Sandino airport\ w~ were overwhelmed
Sandino today and Sandino aJways!'' ac knowing that ft'~ ""ere setting·foot on
This slogan which can be seen through- liberated terri~e were taken by
out every Nicaraguan . neighborhood our ho$ts to the Hotel for International
1 unequivocally expresses the sentiments Guests before allending a rally spon• of the Nicaraguan people tow~ their sored by various mass organizatioo.s to
Revolution, a heroic Revolution that pay tribute to Dr. King .
~ ended the U.S.-backed Somoza
After w:h of us made brief solidarity
dynasty that .ruled 'this country with a statements, Commandantc Umberto
reign of terror and brutality for 4S Campbell, a high-ranking Sandinista
yean .
official from the Atlantic Coast wbcrc
After U.S. Marines invaded Nicar· the majority of Miskito Indians and
agua for-the third time in 1927, Augusto Black population lives, mode a 1110ving
Cesar Sandino led thousands of speech OD the impact that the civil rights
peasants in a revolt that lasted six years, leader bas had on the Nicuaguan
forcing the U.S. occupying forces 10 stnagglc.
withdraw from this Central American
Campbell commented, "The logic of
country. For the past SO years since the us bestowing such an honor on an
murder of Sandino at the hands of American precisely at this moment of
Somoza, the memory of this hero bums the most intense asaault by the U.S.
brighter than ever in the hearts and againsc Nicaragua might seem conminds of the 2.5 million people who tradictol}' to many-in the U.S. But those
populate this exquisite, mountainous of us bore are DOI confused by such on
land.
act because we see that, in fact, the

'
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H. U.
By COURTENAY WllllAMS
Hilltop Staffwriter
I
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''We are at a very critical stage in
international relations . We are between
peace or conflict; and cast/west relations arc at a standstill, there is a frecz.ing of relations,"· said Dr. Nicholas
Stavrou, professor of Political Science
and International Aft\Urs describing the
slate of world affain.
Stavrou, a professor of international
relations at Howard for the past 16
yean, defines the affair> of the world
by atting that •'we live in a world of
conflict, and tho-- best way to undentanding conflict is to know what
causes it."
Stavrou has an impressive lisl of publicatiOllS to support his expertise in the
field of international relations, notably
Ethnicity in an lnlernational Context,
Grttlc American Relations, Drugs,
Polilics and Diplomocy; The .In·
tmwJlional COMt<tion, (all of which
, be ii co-author), along withAUitd Poli-

.
people of Nicaragua led by the SandiniSlal and those from the u.s_who II'<
bore to honor Dr. King share a great
deal .
''We share an insistence on achieving our fi<edom. We share the desire
for peace. We share a commitment to
fight for justice and equality for all.
Andcenainly DOI least of all, we share a
commoo enemy, U.S. imperialism.·•
Mathen of revolutionary marl)'n
On our second day, we bad thehonor
to meet and talk with the Mo<hen of the
Martyrs of the Revolution, the most

revered organization in Nicaragua.
Tbeae 35-40 women have a common
bond: they have all lost their sons or
dlugbten fighting against the Somoza
regime and, even mo1e recently, defending their country from the invading
cootru.
As each woman told bcr heartrendering story of bow their children
were killed, they also reaffinned their
oommitmcnt to carry out the dream of
Sandino, by strengthening their rallying c:all-"No Pasaran" ("They shall
not pus").
We then took. a tour of a new market
abund• 0 t with. fresh fruits, vegetables,
and meat• and of a childcare center that
acCommodates 210 children from the
ages of 45 days to 6 years. We also
visited ooe of eight medical centers in
Managua which ~luded rprescription

<

professor

JC .

..

_..

While the Nicaraguans have made
great advances in providing free and
adequate health care for the masses,
they are still in dire oeed of equipment
and supplies, due to the cruel U.S. eco-nomic blockade imposed on their coun·
try .

One of the most glaring indictments
against the cutbacks in health care in the
U.S. was brought home by a North
American doctor who will be woding
in Managua for the next two years. She
stated !hat while there are still many
sick people in Managua, the scope of
the illnesses did not compare to the
depth of the illnesses in Harlem!
'
On the third day. we visited one of
the main priorities of the Sandinista
government to strengthen their
economy-a sugar mill in the town of
Tidal. This $300 million mill, after its
completion in 1985, will have the
potential of stimulating foreign exchange, which has declined since the
Reagan administration imposed a criminal sugar embargo against Nicaragua
last year.
We also toured the mountainous area
of Matagulpa, where coffee beans arc
grown and picked by brigades orga-

in Albania, and was recently called to
testify on bis findings).

"We ore ot o very

critical •loge in

-

international relotion1."
.
.
·• - Wlloli,:U~ed which repon of the
.. ocltl today 11 the moot volide, Stavrou
said the moat volatile region of the
wodd ii ''The Middle Eat, DO doubt
ii." His ,..._;na is that the
P.••••l·~iwbavcbeNmcrefupa,and

dw ''lite Middle East bas become

1n

'

nized by the Sandinista youth. As our · pie ttiumph against the U.S.·back:cd
delegation walked up the mountainous
military junta.
roads, we could bear the young eoerge- . · 'The youth are indeed the backbone of
tic workers yelling revolutionary slo- the Revolution as was vividly illusgans.
tratcd with a visit to a barrio to 1neet
with representatives of the Sandinista
Defense Commiltce (CDS), the largest
'Our Revolution will
single CJr!ani7.acion with half a million
never be turned back'
As one woman worker told us, ''It is members, many from tbe age of 14
important to understand that DOI only do years to: mKl·_7<}!s. Since its exislerice.
we sacriftce and work bard to pick the the CDS has been instrumental in
coffee, because we want to bring for- eliminating 80-85% of delinqueocy,
eign exchange into our country, but we drug addiction, and burglary, especialare also becoming an example for the ly among the yooth. Sixty percent of the
world . We' can shoW our enemies that CDS participants are women. Thi s
our Revolution will never be twncd organization not only provides rc\loluback-that we stand !inn to sacrifice tionvy vigilance in the various areas
whatever we have to to defend our but CO'nied out conununity tasks like the
Revolution and to show our respect for distril <ltioo of free food.
We saw so much and talked to mw1y
the vanguard, the FSLN . We very
much want you (the delegation) to be- people in those five days. We saw with
come ciur spokespenons in the U.S. to our o~n eyes how decades of war and
let the North American people know destruction still has left its deep impact
that we are willing to do everything we on this developing country. but hoy.:
can to achieve what we want most- such conditions have consolidated the
peacc. ,,
unfaltering detennination of a people
We had the great opportunity to lay · destined to reconstruct a new life for
wreaths at the gravcsites of two legen- lcvc:ryone. This was indicated with the
dary revol.ulionaries: Carlos Fonseca, beautiful housing, free education .
the founder of the fl.SN in 1961 who medic.al care, and childcare and witl1
was murdered by the Somoza regime in the indispensable full participalion of
1969, and Commandanu: Ana Maria, a women. As we were flying back to the
Icade>' of the Popular Liberation FoR:cs U.S., we knew thal we had been in the
in El SalvaClo'r, who was murdered last land of Sandino and that the Nicara~
April. The S•ndinistas will keep her gu•ns would continue to build their
remains only until the Salvadoran peo- country in this !'Cvolutionary spirit!
/

assesses world

tics and Military Interventions,, and body who degrades the dignity ·of man
U.S . Foreign Policy Toward Grttct has committed a cardinal sin."
andCypnu (of which he is sole author).
StavrOU is i1So in the Pfoccss of doStavrou's motivation for publishing ing a study on human rights violations

his material is his dream "to see H<>ward become the center of training for
these people (the students); nonalignment is a critical movement in international relations because it prote(ts
the smaller powers from becoming
pawns of the cast/west conflict.'' i
Stavrou added that he would lilce to
see this tiaining ''done in a more concerted and systematic way . We have a
commitment of students and facuhy
and we have the duty to lrain students
for they are the leaden of the counaics. '' Stavrou touched on His stance of
political equaliiy for all J*Q le. 111111 dollOUDCed the regime o(Soulb Allica lllld
their denial of human rights. Jle e•pressed his concern for the people IDil
the country by sayina tlw be doeln 't
''undentand why the violence isn't
peater,forufarasl'mconcemodony-

clinic providing 99% of all requested
drugs free, a clinic that specializes in
caring for infants afflicted with diarrhea
(a very common illness among chil<$rcn
in Nicaragua), and a mental health clin.
'

I

problems

cast/west problem.'' Stavrou said afl. trol, and personally tCels that the coun·
tion," which can be achieved i 11
other reason for the conflict is the var- try and its president in its present state. Stavrou's view. by recognizing "The
ious religious groups within the Middle ''cannot: survi e . ''
Helsinki Acx.ud, which guarantees Et1
East who each wish to run the govern·
Stavrau's criticism of Reagans for· ropcan borders as ~y are, and permits
mcnt which creates a climate for con· eign policy is very direct as he says
free f!ow of ideas. If you have this th1: 11
tinuing warfare.
Reagan needs to eliminate ''the ex· people wiU understand more . ' '
Stavrou said the reason the U.S. and cessivc use of rheortic, the unnecessary
Stavrw believes that Chernenko is a
Russia reserve special interest for the reliance on force to address in·
''common sense man looking for a way
state of Israel is simply "Oil."
tcmational relations, and more atten- to establish a dialogue with the U.S."
He explained that if oil were cut off tion on third world countries.'' He said,
On the negative side he said that Cherfrom western Europe, unemployment however, that a positive aspect of
nenko has ao strong control over the
would skr!<>tket. According to Stav- . Reagan ' s foreign policy is that the military or KGB, the Soviet secret
rou, Jews play a role in encouraiing Soviets believe Reagan will do what he
police, which were areas of strength for
positive American Foreign Policy says he wijl do .
Androp)v.
WWard Israel, and also that there is
Stavrou believes that there will never
CCDCnl America, which Stavrou said
great respect paid to Israel in part be- be a nuclear freeze because "yoo have
sulfen fium aocial and political probcause of the Holocaust of World War II. uneven pressures because congress puts
lems, bas been treated "as a major..,,u
Stavrou said, Lebanon, a neighbor. more pressure on Reagan to limit arms,
west problelll'" and been neglec:ted by
ingtolllllryto Israel, is ND by forty-two hut thcic were no such pressures in the
' the UnitedStnlo•.JI• oxpllined that the
private militias, and that the govern- Soviet Union.
U.S. ~ always side with right·
ment is run by a ruling elite which he
"If there were the same pressures
referred to as ·'the closest thing to a · that would be nuclear disarmament.'' win& dictatonhipa.'' According fl\
Stav1ou, lhc U.S. ''aides with convp1
godfather system.'' He bued his mte- He added that "there is DO trust"
regilMa; tlley r.e1 tbal if the country ;,
sqerM on the. numerous relipou, sects amona
and lbat what is nce.""d anli..so.iet then they are all right."
within
OOlllllry trying to pin conis ••free people to people communlCa. the
.
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Actually, Now is the Time ·

Desp_ite Views ;
of Moderate
Black Leaders,
the Status
Quo Must
Be Challenged

5
l residential

Other

Candidates Can't Relate to Blacks
•

'

Emory Calhoun organized a forum on eration PUSH (People United to Save ton, D.C . , and later in Atlanta, Georgia.
''The Role of Black Young Adults in the Humanity) in Chicago of 1971 . In the mid- They were known as the Coalition for 1984
Political Framework of America..'' Cam· seventies Jackson organized PUSH for Ex- Election Strategy or simply as the Black
paign literatun: and n:gistratiolt materials ccllence (PUSH-Excell) a program de- Leadership Family . At the meeting in
were provided along wilh refreshments . signed co promote excellence in public Atlanta an q.ploratory committee was orgaThe forum Was held on Feb. 8, in Drew school education through .total community ni™ to decide on the qualified Black leadHall . Unfortunately, there were only about involvement . In the eighties Jesse f°'1nded 'ftrs. Thiswasthctopicfordiscussionattheir
40 men and two women in attendance_.
another progressive organization called net meeting in Chicago. Unfortunately,
Chris Brown, president of the Poli.ticaJ PUSH for Economic Justice. Thisorganiza- . Black Leaders sucfl as: Andrew Young,
1
Science Society and I were fonunatc tion battled against eotpoi:ate America, so Richard Arrington, Coleman Young, Mickenough to sit on a~J with guest speaker -Blacks could have their due share of corpo- cy Leland, and Olhcrs had began to commit
- Dr-. Ronald Waite , Jesse Jackson's deputy rate America through more employment in themselves privately and publicly to symcampaign manage or ls~ucs Development . labor, management, and lucrative contracts pathetic Democratic Candidate Walter
In retrospect, Mr. Brown discussed the for Black .owned iulvcrtisilig firms, law Mondale . Congressman RonaJd Dcllums
progrcss of Blacks saying, ''According to fums, accounting fmns and banks . (fry to was plagued by a series of staff member
' Like any dcvoccd father, I am proud ot
the Joint Center for Political Studies, fewer recall the efforts of other Black Civil Rights drug-related charges to negate himself as a
my three .children . My oldest daughter,
than 300 Blacks held an elective offtee after I eaders during the eighties.) Add it all up candidate . Congressman Louis Stokes was :T
Malaib, is only six years old. But her ideas
the passing of the 1965 Voting Rights Act . and you come up with twenty yt.ars of pub- fighting thecouns to prove himselfinnoccnl f;
oo Biack politics and Jesse J1ekson's inlnJuly of 1983 there were over 5,600 Black lie servitude . Yet, people still wonder abou1 of drunk driving charges to eliminate himsidc:ntial c•mpeign arc miles ahead of those
clccted offteials . Black voter registration bis qualifications.
self as a candidate. KnOwing these facts
Black "daubcingThomas<S" and Mondale·
increased by 600,00 between 1980, and
''It has been proven time and time again who is Black, qualified, and willing to run
followen who keep insistiog thac Blacks
"1982. ·•
'
that Jesse is an cx.ccllcnt and articulate ora- but Jesse?
aren'tready to coo.teat for the White House .
'' Black. voting increased by almost 6 pct- tor, Jesse JacbOb, has been in and on all
·· Accessing merits and qualif!cations
A few weeks ago, she pickcd~up QOC of
cent in the 1982 Congressional Elections forms of news media for tgproJ.imately thir- Ptcsidcnt Reagan has eliminated civil rights
die many newspapers on my desk. and was than in 1978. However, only about I per- teen years. He has met with several world gains that took over thirty years to accomstruck by 1 pboco of an armed Nicaraguan
cent of the elective offices arc ·held by leaders including: fonncr Jimmy Carter, plish . Facts: over 660,000 children have
woman and her two small children. Malaita
Blacks.··
Pope John Paul II, Queen Beatrix. of the lost free or lost cost lunches. approximately
asked why the woman was canying a rifle,
Speaking nex.t , 1 stressed the point that Netherlands. former President Ramon of 150,000 poor working families have lost
and I explained thal the U.S. govcmmcnt
we should know more about Jesse Jackson Panama, King Khalid of Saudi Arabia, subsidized day care, 200,000 pregnant
and President Reagan were financing ICr·
befon: we question or criticize the lcgitima- ~Pr,:,i:::n::;ce~P,;h;;,il;;,li;::pmof:.;;G;;,re;,•;;;tmBiiri;;iaiiinil'loiifoiinniiiOeitr..;wiioiiimeiiOiniiandiiiiiiiiiin!iianiilSiiilhaiiilllveiiiiloiisiiliifediiiiieraliiiitiinuiiitniil•·rorists to attack her and her village. Malaib
cy of his candidacy . Please, allow me to•
looted at the pholo again, and tbeo cut
~tress my point . Give me your ancntioo
through my complex cJtplanation with
and focus an open mind on the following
accuracy: ''You mean, Ronald Reagan is
facts .
trying to kill her children'? ' ' I thought for a
Following the text of my speech:
.
By OEREK CALlfOUNsecond, and nodded ycs--chat' s exactly
··Jcsse Jackson was born in Grcenvillc ,
what's at stake in Nicuagua, El Salvador,
S .C . on Oct . 8, 1941 . In 1959o Jcssc
Angola, and Namibia . The Reaganites are
attended the University of Illinois on a foot- Prime Minister of West Germany Willy tion aid . A million people were dropped
indeed fl•nding illegal racist wan to kill
ball scholarship. A year later Jackson was in Brandt, the late President Anwar Sada! of from food stamp programs and almost 900
Black and Brown children.
ancodanc-e at North Carolina A&.T State Egypt, and of course his latest excursion school districts have been forced 10 cut back
Several days p1ssed, and I caught my
University . While in school he was active in securing the release of captured American speciaJ education programs . ·' Need I say
daughter watching televiston . Jesse Jackson
the sit-in-movement of the sixties to de- pilot Lt . Robert Goodman , Jr . Why · more . As for the other candidates: John H .
was bn the screen, standing before an
segregate public facilities . He was also a shouldn' t he be president? It cannot be be- Glenn, Jr . ., AI Cranston , Emesl F. Hollapplaiuling audience of Blacks and whites.
star athlete, a student government leader, cause Jesse docs not have the ability to han- ings , George S . McGovern, Gary W. Hart ,
Muc:h:1oiny amaz.cment, MalaiU looked up
and an honor student. Jesse graduated wilh a die foreign policy .
and Walter F. Mondale which of them has
with Wtro.d smile, declaring ''That' s Jesse
B .S. degree in sociology and economics . In
' 'Some of us criticize Jesse and say that been around our race to know what it is to be
JacktOn ! He' s the Black. man who's runing
1965 . Jesse entered into the Chicago he is an opportunist . An opportunist is ""'Black and oppn:sscd in America? Which
for prcsidcn1 ! ' '
Theological Seminary for two and a half someone who has an art, policy or practice one of the candidates has associated themStoppi.aj; dead in my tracks , I asked my
years; he was ordained a Baptist minister in of taking adYantage of opportunities or cir- sel vc s with o ur Blac k leaders : King .
daughter why she. liked Jesse . A look of
1968 . His leadership and achievements cumstances especially with linlc regard for Muhammad , Malcolm, Farrakan , or any
sharp surprise came to her face . ''Why ,
have been recognized by more than 35 col- principles or consequences . Does Jesse's other major Black figure or organiza1ion in
we' ve got to stop Ronald Reagan. Don' t
lcgcs and universities ; including his alma record of public service suggest that he is an our time of disparity? How can they bcs1
you know that?' ' Again, the truth from a
mate rs, Pcppcrdinc University, Oral opportunist? Docs a Black man who would represent the sentiment of the masses of
child is so simple. Malaill summed it up:
Roberu University , GeorgctoWn Univcr- risk his life to run for president in 1984 fit poor and o ppressed people in America?
''RC.,an is so mean to Black pcopk. He has
sity , and our own Howard University , only the character of an opportunis1? 1 should Which one of them even knows what it is to
to go.''
to name a few who have conferred on Jesse think DOI .
be poor? Think about it .
The polls now have Jesse tied for second
honorary doctoral degrees . Now, I ask you
'' Hisl pecis , our moderate Black Civil
··1 sincerely hope we haven' t forgotten
place with Senator John Glenn for the
how much education docs ii occessilate to Rights\f.Caders, criticize Jesse , like King ' s where we came from . 1 hope we haven 't
Democratic Presidential nomination. He's
be President of the United States?
peers criticized him, yet none of them are forgotten the plight of our race . 1 hope we
raising the level of..interest in the col~vc
''Jesse Jackson began to receive national following through on their own ideas . Yes. haven ' t forgotten thal twenty years ago
effort to purge Reqanites from public life.
acclaim in 1967 when he was appoin1cd the idea of a Black presidential candidate there were segregated public facilities . We
His dramatic trip to Syria weeks ago illusNational Director of Operation Breadbas- has its birth in their own meeting last year have been oppressed people for about 364
trated the diplomatic touch which has
kct, the Economic Department of SCLC where sevcnl Black civil rights leaders , years . I hope we still realize thal we have
eluded the current administration . Millions
(Sou1hcrn Chri stian Leadership Con- mayors. legislators ·ooth stale and na1io nal . only wo n a few battles in lhis long standing
of Blacks, now inspired by this Black politifcrcnce) . A few years later he founded Op- and church offteials met first in Washing- strugglc . 18i essence only a:Jna11 segment of
cal challenge within the Democratic Party ,
will become part of a broader electorate.
But perhaps the most important contribution
of the Jackson nee is tbc ztnboiic volw of a

J
k
On Jesse ac son

. '

'

,•

our people have made it pcrsc to the ''top."
''Granted 1983 has been a good year for
Blacks, Carl Lewis, a Black man became
the best long jumper in the world. Vanessa
Williams, a Black woman became a symbol
of beauty for America. Two Black men,
Mayor Goode in Philadelphia and Mayor
Washington in Oticago, were elected to
office. LI . Col . Guion Bluford became the
flfSl Black astronaut to enter space . The
political roads have been paved by King in
Boston and Bradley in Calfomia for future
Black politicians . Finally. they have given
Dr-. Martin Luther King Jr. a national holiday of which he is so deserving. Now we
have a chance to vote for a Black candidate
in 1984, and we sit back and say this is not
the time. If it wasn'I in 1855 when an aJlBlack l>CJlitical party was formed and FrcdcrickDouglasscontcstcdforthcovalofficc,
Md ifit wasn't the time in 1972 when SttjrIcy Chisholm made her bid for the Dcmocratic Party Nomination . lbcn when is the
time? The time is now , so let us not bide and
divide .
' ' Let' s vote for Jesse; there won' t be any
dogs attacking you at the polls . Let' s vote
forJcsse;theKlanwon ' tbothcryouandthc ·
water hoses will remain silent. Let's vote
for Jesse; the white man can no longer stand
inyourpath . Let' svoteforJcssc;itisonlya
two-day process--onc day tc;> register and
one day to V<JIC.
''If not for yourself do it as a role model
for today' s youland lhc youth of tomorrow . Do it for
grandparents and their
grandparcntsw shcdtheirblood,swcat,
and tears for the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. They
had a vision, let' s not let it become obscure
and urucalistic . Do it for the masses of poor
and uneducated people in America . Do it
because we arc not free as a people. Frccdom ended for Us over 360 ycais ago when '
the fITTt twenty Blacks were brought to
America on a Dutch ship called the Mano·
War. Adccadelatcrtherewcrclawsmaking
our ancestors and us slaves durantc vida (for
life).
' 'lncssencc we have not progressed from
slavery to freedom , but only from the physical chains of slavery to the ever-present
mental chains of oppression. 1be Y.car 1984
is not the time to decide that we have grown
used to these chains . Instead, let us n:nder
an advantage to our cause by connecting all
the links of our thoughts and actions to let
America know that we arc united and we
demand 10 be heard . 'Qlink now, act later
and vote for Jesse Jackson ."
Dr-. Ronald Walters took ov.c r, and he
began to discuss lhc political. advantages of
running Jesse Jackson for the prcs~~ - 1_
Unfortunately , that is an entirely diffcrcot
editorial ·

History of Negro Press Mis~epresented

The Grassroots
lly

MANNING MARABLE'

Black pcrSoD running for national office .
Jackson has brought into the political proce&& Black intellcctuaJ, religious and political leaders who have heretofore eschewed
involvement in the electoral arena. He has
also inspired ·a new generation of Black
- youths to challenge the established barriers
to our pcopk' s progress .

One prime cx•mple is provided by Ministel' Jonis Farrakhan, the charismatk leader
of the Nation of Islam. Spc•king before the
Washington, D .C. branch of the NAACP at

'

ill mnual Freedom Fund dinner, Farnkhan

urJCd the NAACP to back Jesse

locksoo .
Fimkban travdcd to Syria with Jesse, staling that he ' 'saw tbat my btoehcr (Jacksoo)
was w•lking down in the valley of dc1th,
and l would ooc let him go down tbcrc by
bimlelf. ''In the February issue of I Essence
magazine , Farrakhan warns Black apologists for MoodaJe that they are unden:utting
the fioedom suuggle by their refusal to blclt
Jeuc . ''Whenever a strong Black leader
madc a revolutionary stand," Farrakhan
tt•ges, ''the DIQid+ •ate Black kadcrs coodemned that revolutionary leader, givin&
the signal that it was all right to mo'(C
ac•inst him. This is bow WC Jost most of our

To walk lhrough the Henry Luce Collec·
tion of News, located on lhc third floor of
the Smithsonian Museum of History and
Technology, is to take a journey lhrough a
500-ycar specb 11m of memorable events
symbolic of Amcrican journalism.
1bc Luce Collection is a historical haven
for ooc ooJy journalists, but anyone who
cares to browse through the rue ex.bibilS,
displays and replicas reprelleowivc of the
biS1ory of news reporting.
,
For the reporter, the Luce Collection is a
treasu.n: chest of valuable information ranging from the tint DCW1p9ptt to the laleSt iD
satellite DCWS broadclst.
Surrounding the chamber housing the
L•ICC Collection is a wall-sized chronological chart of historic and newsworthy events
spaoning from the lSth to the 20dl centmy .
1bis immense display features l1ndmarts
in American jouroa)ism from the John Pclcr
7.engc:r case to satellite news broadcast.
Also oo display arc replicas ~f the old
_ . , phooes IDd typewriim of the I9dt
ccnlury, journalism's grcals-Joscph
p\l!iuer, William Rlndolph Heust, E .W .
Scripps and many olhcn who mode jour·

Letters to the Editor

brilliaol leaders ' ..

Mau1ana Karcnga, the f0&1ndcr of Kwanzaa, ii IDOCher Jeadc:r who bu 5'aycd out of
eb:tonl Work-yet be too b.cks Jackson.
Karap .rgues dw an indcpcrw1e'llt cballcqe inside the Democratic Party is absolutely eslCDli1l. "The polilical limidity of
the Democratic party in the race of the
Riptist teOOcocy in the U.S. m•kn it impaative 1bat Blacks play their traditiooaJ
role of railing 1hc radictJ and JA'!jiessiVC
bennt:f around which otben can rally,"
ttalel. Only a Black. candidate
could ''po.Auer a apiril of ~jz1tion and
ora•niz1tjon1I formations which can be
Uled after the c•mpeigu in UCbet projocts.''
But the most b11ic tt··oo for aupportillg
locl<M>I "" expaocd by my ,,.,.,...,
Wben I ukcct M•'•ik• whit she lboU&ht
lbout a Bt.:t penoa rvcmina for the prc.Wncy, she replied: ''I'd like to be President. I would help 1ivc food to poor

pegfk . ••

•

Our cbillha .e our moa: vital raomce.
Whit we do 10 • 914re lbcm, to pr••••*

polilicll ............ liva Oil lone
afta' we have
have the C!fiPAbl·
oily .. leU '""c:llildml lhll DO docxs will
mD"in ckl•~" 10 Blick people wtlal we
ldively dwl'cs1c tbe lllhM quo. We have
lbe t; .... i=) for Nljmel lelldenbip. For
u+ik•, IDd. for nery Blad: cbild, CID we
do i...1
~
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By MILTON HENDERSON, Jr.

60Ug1us·

contribution to the profession.
Douglass, u abolitionist and (Climer slave,
is credited with the publicatioo of the North
Star, oOc of the fll'SI of several Negro ocwspopen in Ibis ccwttty. .
To om.it Do-1gJu1 from the bimxy of the
Negro Press ii u severe u ominin1 Pulitzer

Mwaer

c:a,1·"" a· 1a. c•mpm Edi1or
ILi)

Cmta,

l..oCal/Narimal Ediklr

Keir Mtt. "e"-Clark,

~ Edi1or
'

..... lie ...,., lwrvi1ioo1 F.dilor

It was disheartening to see publicity
around campus announciog an Ethical
Forum on the Jackson Presidential C.ndid1-

'

K_ l dcty W'IW!mo,s, Production Director

Jcm A.
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cy. The sponsors of the forum are misguided in their attempt to eflically question
the effort of Rev. Jac.k.son. One can understand the Ku K.Jux Klan or die Bilt:h
Society sponsoring such a discussion; we
know lhc tiod of tricks tbcir demented
minds play on them. But for Howard Ui:llvenity to engage in suc;:h discussions... is
morally wrong, intellectually Mnkrupl, sociaJly misguided, pSycbologically damaging, and politically immature .
'lbe Jack.son Candidacy mllSt be seen in
™Y ways. For one, it i~ an opportunity for
the concerns of a segment of the population
to be addressed. Until Jabkson's announcement, none of the other candidates had
made coocc:ms important to Blacks and
<Ocbcr minorities a priority .
With rqll'd to foreign policy, the oeber
c•ndicl*t reprcsent thi same old anoa•nce
and chauvinism that characterizes U.S.
policies world wide. Jackson, u was shown

G. DawO) •

,_., Elucueiw A•i"W

~ Ewell, Aal. Ad M'"'t
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Last ofa two part :1eria ·

Throughout our history in this nation, WC
have been faced with the question of wbcth
er or not we should separate from this coon
try as a group, orintegnleintoit. lnthe 19th
C~ry the question was debated by Martin
R. Delany and Fredericlt Douglass; -.g
the Harlem Renaissance period it was Mir
cus Garvey and W .E.B. Dubois; and in the
I960's it was Malcolm X and Martin L
King, Ir. II oppean for wltalever reason, as
a group we have decided against separation
If wc are going to participate in this gov
cmmcnt, then we arc compelled by reason
and conscience to make our voice be heard
We must cffectivcly,..utilize this political
system to change it and all the other systems
in this nation that affect
lives of people
adversely.
•
.
This is why the candidacy of Jesse Jack
soil is so important at this pivotal moment;
and it signals an important change in the
rcourse of the history of this nation . The
candidacy of Rev . Jackson reptescnts the
emergence of tbc BlKk vqice, fully developed, onto d)e center stage of politics in
_jhis country. It is so timely and ll1epressiblc . 1bc situation in this country has
ripened and matured to the point where the
insertion of our collective will and consciousness, our system of values, our peculiar moth.:1 vivendi, and our spiritual awareness inco the political process could make
the crucial difference. It is dc1nocracy in its !'
finest and most beautiful form when the
people down beneath aggressively push
themselves up and force this system to be
responsible, when they push thenmsclves
up and contribute in a meaningful and human aspiration when we insert our voice
into the national forum . We dishonor those
ideals. and act ine:spoosibly when we transfer our responsibilities to ochers.
To throw our full support, energetically
and enthusiastically, behind Rev. Jackson
will prove to be one of the most importan~
acts we have ever pcrfonncd, collectively.
It is time that we come face-to-face with the
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two bkliD'
, kally *°'''llC'"'land ioscnsitive
poles-white Republicans and white Dcmoc1au. Remember the lesson of our elders
who always said, ''If you want something
dooe right, do it yourself.··
I am not making the simple suggestion
tbaC we vote for Rev. Jackson purely and
sey:y bec••1se he is Black , for we arc too

ounelvel. The Black perspectivo can"'"~

Do you feel that today's reporters live up
to this aced? Who's to say wbctbcr they do
or not? However, one thing is for certain: as
long as racial prej1idice exists in this coun·
try, the aced will never be fully rccognittd .
J

Milton Henderson ,Jr. i:I a
;u nior majoring in Bro"izdca:1t
Pro ductiOn at H o ward Univ .

open-minded and undentandiog of other
people.
'lbirdly. the Jackson candidacy ~ one
that a majority of Blacks arc comfortabk:
wilh. AccordingtoEbony,611JiofBlacksin
a poll prefer Jackson to any ocher ''Black
Jeader'' if a Black were to run for president.
'traditionally, the interests of Blacks
have been represented by so-called le.ten
who usually got satisfied with a few pcrsonal gtins . The majority of the Black population sccn1s to want JICkson . .Howard
may not know this (or tceepl it) bccat•se we
seem DOC to represent this majority.
The po1itieal implication& and realities of
the Jactsoo candidacy will be a betttr topic
for dUcussion than iQ 1D01al.ity and ethics.
We need to be raisiq funds and orpnizing
people to VOie, not deking wbetl!Cr it ia
· riahl or wrong to support Jact'°!1-.

rcp:rnoted by oon-Blacts. We must not be
so naive as to be_ persuaded by others that
SllppAt for ourselves will lead to disunity
widtin the Demomlic Party, and dtot will
ensure .that the Republican& arc re-elected.
and that this is in the worst interest of all
conccmed . If we had adopted this logic
throughout our history, wc would never
have initiated the Aboli~t Movement,
and we would never have initi•wt the Civil
Rights Movement. This is fallacious reasooing at its worst.
..
·
'The intelligentsia has a clear and important challenge before it-the wort of defending our right to participate meaningfully in Ibis CottstilUtiooll DetuOCt&y, by defending Rev. Jackson from these unjustifiable, petty, ill-meaning and divisive attacks
from the illiberal .pd undemocratic sector
of this nation. Becs11sc so many of our problems, objectives and viewpoints arc the
same, it is important that the Hispanic,
Asian (those newly arrived as well as lbosc
long eSllblislted), and the Native American
(with whom wc have so much in common)
Comm11nitics join in this campaign and support, with all the talents and resources at
their disposol, the candidacy of Rev. Jackson. 1bc ''Rainbow Coalition'' must become a tcality at all levels:
Fmally, let us not fOl)Cl the words of that
emincn« American philosopher, William
Ja=:s (wriuen. in 1907):
II would ~ I pity if IDY fulure bislO:
rian were to have to write words likt:
ttrar: 'By lbc middk: of d!C tw••11t;ecb
century lbe higher institutions of
lewning bad bl all influcooc over
public opiojnn in the Uttitcd S« I i .
But t1!C mi••ice of nisina 1be toac of
dt:iikiKY,

wbidl Ibey bid jamcd

thJ•1rlves so law "'INY" md'itltd to
exert, wu a11••med wilh rare enrbU1

~=~i
c11:~:":na1,,:rus:·:_::synani::
· :::.pe~:"":::i~m:i:••:ioo::::;,~u:.:nt1:]';·~·.....................;,;.,;;.;.;;.

•

siasm and prosecuted with ex.a . .dinary .till and me> a by a
... ecM::••1 a' powa, and for me

ms;:• d~
ia ........... oflbdr . . . . Jlftf••utt:U lbe peGtK at ..... ,,,· ed'
the hi!rit of ......... exclulively ..
tbe 1trkf1scc of cenaill p1i\I , 1iecr

Applications for the position of
Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager
..,. .......... o••was)Jd11•
of THE HILLTBP for the 1984-85
ed. ill d!C wtcc bJ die: ....,_:1k
•
71" Of tel ceat nwpri,Ei (all
academic school year can be pic~ed
ff'•'
CcU: 1sr1. die m.111 F ia lbcie. How
up in' room 117 of the Armour J.
·¢d • •.iMTMOJ- - - - - - - · Blackbum Student Center
Ge pC tllont Wbttlw . .' ,
. n ?i.""'1 D ; :1w1t •Ho ,ad CA*·
~................................................--~
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painfully aware oftbc inadequactcs of some
of our Black politicians. Rather, my admonition is that we must Yotc and support
(in all possible ways) oundves. We must
. lead ounelvest and we must effect change

Univ . of Missouri, 1908-1935
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By GEORGE GARRISSON

Deon S<:hool of )()Ufl11lism,

•

Black Perspective can
not ·be Represented
by Non-Blacks

On Politics

moved by pride of opinion or greed
of power, constructive, tolerant but
never careless , self-controlled,
patient, always respectful of its readers but always unafraid, is quickly
indignant at injustice; is ~waycd by
the appeal of privilege or the clamor
of the mob: seeks to give every man a
chance, ·-·
1111U • • • an eq ual c_nce;
is
ha
'
profoundly patriotic while sincerely
. promoting, international good will
and cementing wodd-comradcabip;
is a journalism of humanity, of and
for today's wotld.--

'

n. Iii aI ••, Sports &&or
Duijl Pkt

ors man: is stoutly i.odcpcodcnt, un-

J

Henry_Boyd Hall,Executive Editor '

Bnd:Md !'a-., 8' 1•ina1

of the

" while" press]]
It is deplorable that the Luce Collection
acknowledged only three Blacks-John B.
Russwunn, co-founder of Freedom's Journal, Robert SJ Abbol, founder of Chicago
Defender, and George Pheldon Stewart,
founder of the Indianapolis Recorder-for
their achievements in Black journalism.
With notable Black. publishers such as
Robert L . Vann, editor and publisher of the
Pittsburgh Courier, Clilan B . Powell, New
York Amsterdam News , William A. Scott,
D, founder and publisher of Atlanta Daily
· World, William Monroe Trotter, The
Guardian , Boston, Mass . , and Timothy
Thomas Fortune, editor and publisher of
1bc New York Age, it is clearly evident that
minimal research went into the development of the Negro Press exhibit.
This type of~ . as well as
other journalistic malpractices, is discouraged, as stated in Walter Williams,
''The Journalist's Creed'' :
The Journalist's Creed
. . . l believe that the Journalism
which succeeds best-and best deserves success-fears God and boo-

from lhe hiSIOl)'

Ethical Forum Denounced

D. Orlando Ledbetter,Editor-in·Chief

.-,. .we

*DIlrloo
., C.,_ U.i..rliJyl "F,_
PJ
4p . .
If() rww.,,...

On
Journalism
--

T-he Hilltop

Karcaai

.
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nalislic bistOl)' . ' :
One very disappointing aspect fo the
chart is its modest repesenWioo of the history of the Negro Press . The Negro Press..,
section docs not present a full account of the
Black conttibution to American journalism.
No history of Amcrican ,joumalism is
enplete without =yition of Frederick

Black Voice
•
•
1s emerging
in the presence
of Jackson;
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Q1. Do you know that HUSA spend~ approximately $22,452 on student activities?

Q2. There are roughly 33 Afro-American studies majors in the school of Liberal
Arts. Do you think the prograin is relevant and do you think that it should be
mandatory for every student to take a class in the Afro Amerian Studies
Department .

Do you think you are getting your money's worth? And why?
•

•

I
I

•

•

--·'.
•

•

•

·-' ..
· - -- -

.Name: Cheryl Reed
Major: Broadcast Management
Hometown: East St"_Louis, Ill.

Name: Holly Storey

Name: Rhonda Pitts

Major: Electrical Engineering
Hometown: Orange, N.J.
Classffication: Senior •

Classification: Junior

-

- -- -

·

Major: Fashion Mercbandlsfng

Hometown: Detroit, Mich.
Classification: Sophomore

any well organized function is ex-

pensive, and the organizers of
these functions should be compensatedfortheirtimeandeffort.
Q2 . I do believe the Afro-American
studies program is relevant because it preserves and exposes

each generation of students that
attend Howard University to their
heritage . Students should be
strongly encouraged to pursue
with i.nterest classes in AfroAmerican studies but they should
not be mandatory.

•

Sound Off Photography by Michele Jeffries
•

.

Freshman

.

QI. There is no absolute yes or no an- QI . No, I wasn't .aware of the total
amount of funds HUSA spends on
swer to this question. Whereas a
student activities. I feel that for the
student who has not participak.d in
most pan the activities are comstudent government might take
plete ilnd worthwhile. H anyone is
one stance, a student who has parnot getting their money's worth it
ticipated in student government
is because of lack of participation
will more than likely feel a differ·
00 their pan.
ent way. As far as this year is
Stud·
concerned, I believe !he quality of Q2. 1 believe the Afro.American
•
ies De~t is quite relevant.
wotlc done by HUSA has been in
However, I feel it is an area that
line with the amount of compensashould be left up to the individuol tion given the administration.
to learn about.
Q2. Yes. Ifeelthattheprogramisrele·
vant ahd should be included in the
curriculum of every student
matriculating at Howard. The
study of the Black experience is a
necessary ingredient in the recipe
for a thorough educatioo of aoy
futuristic Black professional or
scholar. Unless we ""' to totally
assimilate into white America,
each ilnd every Black student in
the counuy should mate it his
respoosiblity to lean! about the
"Black experience."

QI. No. Students are required to pay QI . No . I don't think I am getting my
spends approximately $22,452 on
for various student activities such
money's worth because I haven't
srudcnt activities. However, I do
as the Communication Fashion
noticed that many activities that
think. students arc getting their
Show and plays held on campus. I
HUSA has Sponsored this year to
money's worth because many of
think that HUSA should show a
account for the money they spend.
, the activities sponsored at .
breakdown of how student activity Q2. Yes. I think the program is releHomecoming or during Spirit
fees are spent. We. as students,
vant because there arc not that
Week are free of charge, thereby
feel the crunch of the economy
many colleges that offer an Afro.
enabling students to intermingle
when we have to pay additional
American Studies program. By
and enjoy a relaxing moment with
fees to activities. One activity fee
Howard being the mecca of black
their peers.
should be enough.
education, this program should be
· Q2. I believe the program is relevant
included. I think that it should be
for· those studCDls who are in- Q2. Yes. Every student should be exposed to the various roles Blacks
mandatory for every student to
·terested in their culture and would
play and have played. Even
take a class in the Afro-American
like to reaffinn its existence as a
though we attend Howard UniverStudies Department because Afro.
career. And although I do believe
sity, it docs not guarantee an
American Studies is important to
every student at the university
awareness of our heritage. In orus as Blacks, and we need tO learn
should be urged to realize the imder for our awareness to kach a
as much about our herita'ge as we
portance of their Afro American
peak, we must take advantage of
can.
heritage. I do not believe there
programs such as the Afroshould be a mandate for such .
American Studies Department.

HowARd TkE BisoN

1ficatioo:

C•a
'

QI . Yes : Ibelievewearcrcccivingour QI . No . I did not know that HUSA

monCy's worth because the cost of

Name: Earl Hoots
Major. B•••h:tr,• Managumrnt
Hometown: E•R Orange, N.J.

Name: Joe Tucker
Major: Accounting
Hometown: Plilladdpbla, Pa;
Classffication: Senior

Name: Herbert Anthony
Major: Zoology
Hometown: Cblcago, m.
Classffication: Junior

'
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IGBIMO OTITO

DO YOU WANT TO PREPARE FOB A CAREER
IN INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS?
The MA. in Industrial ••••d I.ahor Relations offered at lndJ••••a University
in Pennsylv• 111 ia ls a progr••••i designed for students from a vmiety of academic
disciplines whq w••••t to become involved in this rapidly g1owlng field. Our
degree encompc1ues the study of labor law. labor history. colfectlve bargaining.
••••d b11m•••• resources m••••agement. as well as public sector labor relations.,
" We provide the profenional training neacled for entry Into this e~clting field.
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Love, Sex, & Marriage
· Part 2 will be held on Friday, Feb. 24 In the
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TO ALL STUDENTS IN RESIDENCE BOUSINO
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INFORMATION
ORAWINGS FOR I984-I985
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FIRST DRAWING ·MARCH 12, 1994
'
Women: Dra'Wlas Site • Baldwla Loun1e

I
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'·OTTERY ENTRY FORMS
•

SECURE ROOM REQUEST/DECLINATION FORMS· MARCH

:a, 1984

(FORMS WILL
BE AVAILABLE IN COUNSELORS' OFFICES IN TRI BAI.I. WBP:BI. YOU ARR PRESENTLY
,
RESIDING·)

'
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COMPLETE AND TURN IN FORMS NOT LATER TRAN.

•

March •,1994
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,junior yJar: He is also a member of the
National fl:nard r ' !°' ;r!"(' tnr<: ~!"' ~ Grand
Strategiest for Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
.
Brown traced his early leadership
training back to St. Louis, Mo., in the
church . He said he can remember
attending sUnday School, participating

•
Brown pointed out that he was una-

By BRIDGETTE A. LACY
Inner Visions Editor

ware during his campaign for. the trus··My drive is wanting to be involved tee position that he wouldn't be able to
and to do my very best, " said Tim , report to his fellow students. He also
noted that the nomination must be
Brown, Undergraduate Trustee.
Brown said that being a trustee has approved by the Board of Trustees.
given him the opportunity to effectively

communicate with others , shown him
technical ways to address issues, and

shown him how the university acquires
land . Brown noted that these skills
should help .him in his career, sincc"he

is a senior majoring in business market-

Brown explained that he has strived
not to violate the code of ethics sct'llp
by the board concerning reporting back
to students . '· I wanted to gain respect
so my viewpoint~ould be understood
and heard . ··said the trustee .

'- 'I wanted to gain respect so
my viewpoints could be
' understood and heard!
-Brown

r

•
I
-.
.
..
As a trustee. Brown at1ends various

ing .

Brown is also active in other facets of
the university . last spring he chartered
, meetings and serves on various com- Phi Beta Lambda , a college level of
mittees. He ~xplaincd that there is son1e , Future Business Leaders of America.
confusion about the undergraduate trus- He said that if one is trying to improve
tee position'. According to Brown, the hi s leadership skill s and develop confiundergradU:ate trustee has a student dence in business. this organization can
· voice. He looks at the issues does what be of help.
he believes ~s in the best interest of the
Brown has been participating at Hostudent , without actually serving a par~ard since his arrival. He was president
ticular constituency.
of his freshmen class, vice-preisdent of
Brown stressed that student nomin- . the school of Business during his sophate but do not elect a trustee . '
omore year. arid a UGSA officer hi s

tional story and encouraged others to
read it .
Upon graduation, Brown plans to
work a year or so and then enter into a
JD/MBA program at Columbia University in New York, or Washington University in St. Louis, Mo. He said that
h~s far reaching goal is to become a

in the Baptist Training Union and s ing ~
ing in the church choir. ' 'God is a
necessity in life," said Brown.
Brown said the book, ''The Greatest
Salesrrtan'' by Og Mandino had inspired him , and he recited from the
book, '' I am the greatest miracle on the
earth. I will be successful .4 ' He described the book as a religious motiva-

•

•

By Wa)·nt E. J ac kson-Tht" H illtop

Tun &>wn U1\le1gioouate Trustee

politician.
Another goal for Brown is to establish a Leadership In~titute . ''I feel
there is a lack of efficient leaders. Black
people don ' t stan at an early age to
become leaders," said Brown. He described this Institute as an on-going
community project that would be concentrate in the inner cities.

'

.

rey Ballet Dancers Dazzle Kennedy Center

.-

•

I

By Karyn D. Collins
Hilltop Staffwriter
Thc Jaffrey Ballet is often described
as " trendy." and "you!hful," two ad. jectives that are accurate enough to describe the company, currently at the

'

'

' ' Orem Dan ces . '' ''Cloven Kingdom ," and ·'Offenbach in the Underworld, !' the l~t three being perforrhed in the Tuesday. February 21,

program .
·'Dream Dances, '· choreographed
by Netherland Dance Theater director,
Jiri Kylian is based on eleven folk songs
from seven different cultures . Each
dance , despite the different words. music, and costume. reflected the same
theme of longing , reaching , and working for a love relationship . However,
by the seventh dance , the stretching
movements of the arms and legs began
to look the same , and some of the costomes, especially those of the Annenian and the Auvergne looked almost
identical .
lri the next piece, the Joffrcy shifted ,
not only from choreographers, Kiylian
to Paul Taylor. but from ballet to modem dance . · 'Cloven Kfngdom, '' the
first Paul Taylor piece to be performed
by the Jaffrey, attempted to satirize formal social behavior. With all dancers in
formal attire, men in black tails and
women in Jong dresses with canings,
the dancers vacciliated between the formal chamber dance and wild, un~ inhibited movements.

Kennedy Center (Feb. 21 -26). The Jof·rrey is a company that reflects the
times. In the '60's, 'tht Jaffrey revived
. Kurt •Joosses ant i-war ·ballet ' 'The
Green Table,'' anb introduced rock
mu s ic to the ballet world with
··Astarte,' ' a ballet by assistant director
Gerald Arpino accompanied by a live
rock band.
ln the ' 70's the Jaffrey revived
Leonide Massine' s ' 'Parade," an im·
pressionistic view of industrialism. But
,µiore imJX>rtanlly, theJoffrey Ballet is a
.cqmpany that specializes in works
which make a statement af?Out past,
p~sent, and future society . 'This is seen
in works like ' 'Love Songs,'' a some·~ime s :violent work about women in
love re~ationships, (this is the ballet that
had h~f of the audience cheering and
the other half booing at it 's premiere),
and ''Cloven Kingdom," a ballet satirizing formal social behavior.
All of the works being performed
during the Joffrey's season here are
twentieth century ballets (no Swan
Taylor used the element of contrast
Lakes hc!rc).and are characteristic of the in several ways to make his thematic
eclecticism and diversity that has made .statement on social behavior. The mu.the Jaffrey famous . Ballets being per- sic consisted of quiet chamber-style
formed during this engagement are classical music, interrupted now and
''Italian Suite, " ' ' Love Songs," then by intermitent drum beats. At
''Rodeo, ·· ''Les Patineurs, ' ' ''Transfi· times , the men and women in their for1
gured Night," ' 'Suite Saint-Saens," mal wear, dropped on all fours or
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·'Mojo: A Black Love Sto:r_-y'

These two one·act .plays give valuable insight and tou~h on sensitive,
once taboo subjects in the Black community. Although athe material is well
written, one gets the impression at dif·
ferent points in the performances that
the actors are trying to rush you through
the lives of these individuals. Some
lines are delivered too readily with linle
or no realism. But on the whole, ''Wine
In The Wilderness ''and' ' MOjo: A

By VERDIA TAYLOR
lfilltop Staffwriter

succeed or fail .
ment he waits with ' 'old timer,"
.
The playwright takes the stormy (Charles. Hicks) a sidekick character
f960s revolutionary period tao examine thrown in for extra flavor, for two of his
I1''Wine In The Wilderness'' and ~ow Black americans really viewed well-ed~atcd, revolutionary coUnter' iMojo: A Black: Love Story'' are two themselves. In ''Wine In The Wilder· parts to Show up with what Bill refers to
OOe-act plays petfonned by the Afro- ness,'' Bill, a local militant artist, play- as a ''broken-down, hard-up chick'' to
Americ8? Col~ective ~trc group in ed with lots of effort but little content by be used as a model to complete his
~junction w1~ the Y·~ dramatics Alan Sharp, claims to believe in bl~k artistic picture of Black womanhood.
ogram ~ere 1n Wa~h1ngto.n . The everything; in black beauty, black powThe friends, Sonnyman and Cynthia
ays, ~r1tten by A~tce Childress,- er, black intellect. Yet he docs nothing (Chuck Quill and Pat Phillps) show up
unge 1n10 the emolional dc!'lhs of to ieven: ii
wi!h a "typical" broi<en-down, hard· Black Love Stof)'," ""'touchins llld
wb:t Black itll peilOrial iBatiOnshi' ·-;..' bii ... !11.Jc;!lu!!!tte!)!!ied~
'LljH[!ar!;!le~m~!l!!!!!:..-...!"!f.:c:!hi!!.c:!k~n!•rrwl~~T~omm!!!!!!l:.·"2!1!•~ed:!!.,w~ilh!!,..~w~01~d~1!s~pe~ndin~·~g~a_!fe~w~buc~ks~!!for!:._._ _J

~

I

Love~ choreographoo by William FOIS)'lhe.

&utzy, raunchy, openess by Jacki
Strong.
Tommy, recently burned out of her
apanment during the Harlem riots,
appears to represent the average, everyday ''sistah' ' who just wanis her small
pot of gold at the end of the rainbow,
'
but for one reason or another never
seems to get it.
Dressed in unmatched , patched-up
clothing, Tommy, in a scratched voice,
declares the Black woman 's lament on
the small dimly lit stage.
She laments of lost loves, broken
dreams , and opportunities that never
appear to come along . He song is a song
of rejection-rejection not only by
white society but by Black society as
well.
She constantly repeats how Black
men appear to love white women bette
than ''sister'' . Her imitation of white is
obvious and ridiculous as she explains
to Bill and the audience why she wears
''them straight-haired white womans
wigs'' . ''This is the only thing our men
will respond to--all this straight, false
hair. So !hat's why I wear !his dlamin
thing!'' states Tommy.
•
Rrst Place phot~ph of Myrm Sw1u1;;sd
Refreshing Spring; Oturch of God in Onist in
After a night of foul words and
Maryland. Phot01!13ph 1'>S Woon at the 1982
realizations about their own hypocrisy
Hov.onl-UniVersi1y GOSpcl Show.
''the revolutionary artist' ' and ''the
broken-down, hard-up Chick'' realize
the~ own uniqueness and create a new artistic picture of Black unity.

Scene from "Mojo: A Black Love Story"

.

By Herbert Migdoll
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moved into a series of wild, contractions and le~ps.
In the midst of these juxtapositions of
music, costume and movement, four
women, in formal dfesscs and metallic,
geometric shaped headdresses, moved
throughoui !he "formal" dancers and
the ' 'informal '' d8!1cers, lending an
Egyptian or new wave effect with their
cool , unhurried movements and angular arms and legs. Finally all the
dancers ended up with ffictallic masks
and dancing in the ''formal'' chamberdancc style.
From the modem-ballet of Kylian to
the pure modern dance of Taylor. the
Jaffrey then moved to Antony Tudor's
parody on Paris, "Offenbach in !he Underworld." While Kylian's ''Dream
Dances," was ballet, it was a ballet of
intense emotions felt in love relationships . Tudor' s ''Offenbach," is
much simpler, using the patrons of a
Paris bar during the gay·nincties to
show the comedic interaction of different classes of people. Offenbach was
the composer of what is probably the
most familiar ''Can-Can'' and the Joffrey ladies arc naughty enough to make
all the little plays between the patrons
amusing ..
Well, from the modem ballet of Ky.
lian to Taylor's modem dance, to
By Herbert Migdoll
Tudor ' s can-can/ballet, how much
more eclectic can you get. As for Ooven King'.lom, choreographed by
trendiness and youth, be SW'C to catch P:nd Taylot1
''Love Songs," ''Rodeo," and ''Suite
Saint-Saens," to gain a complete understanding of what the Jaffrey is all
about.
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llr«:tor \Vayne E ,,..._ for wi'llil1!
Fust Place in tile 13th AnR'Jal
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ason trounces

e
1 •' What we did to them last year, they
•

{lid to us this year'' said Howard 's bask.'etball coach A.B. Williamson in refer~nce to George Mason"s 96-74 blowout
J 1v~r the Bison'.
_

f

frie~,dl y

loud and not so friendly George Mason
In fact , truer words have never been Coliseum, there was no Bernard Perry,

l

t ,poken . Last year when the Bison de-

Gino Warner was on the bench as an
~ .~!ated the Patriots 83-69 . the scenario assistant coach , and Derek Caracciolo
1
1as quite different . Last yey.r, seniors was on the benc h as a reserve .
In their place were three talented but
1. rino Warner and Bernard Perry were
} unnin g the backco urt and Dere k green and somewhat immature freshf raracc io lo. was the staning center. In men in guards Mike Jones. Fred Hill .
ti iJ.rlition . the Rison were olavine in the and Robert Mclllwaine. The Patriots

'

win the game .
Early in the game the Bison played
an aggressive man-to- man de fe nse ,
creating havoc and turnoverS for the
19-5 Plltriots. In fact, very earl y in the
half Howard seemed to be able to execute the fa st break except for one
thing, the ball didl)'t go in the hoop .
'' Very early ir;t the gan1e we missed
five easy layups , and we didn ' t execute
well," said Will iamson. '' You ' re not
going to win games like that . "

'

•

Led by Carlos Yates (25 points) , the ourselves emotionally,· · said William- and three player$ in foul trouble.

atmosphere of the Burr Gym- took advantage of that immaturity to

nasium .
However, Wednesday night wh~n
Bison travelled across the river to the

-

.

Patriots gained control of the lead when
forward Rob Rose (22 points, 8 rebounds) scored on a 12-foot jumper to

son . ''Our immaturity show.cd today
when we disagreed with the calls . It's
my job to argue with the calls .·..;.

put GMU ahe.ad 13-11 . Howard never
came back .
Turnovers, controvers ial calls, By DARRYL RICHARDS
cheap fouls , missed shots, arguing with Aul. Sports Edltor
the referees, and the raunchy George Hilltop Staffwriter
Mason fans. upset the young Bison to
the point where they stopped conThe frustration which the George
centrating and started arguing .
Mason Coliseum created for the Bison
· '' W e ha ve to learn to control was evident by a 47.35 halftime score

The second haJf wans ' t much better
for the Bison , who , seven minutes into
the half, found themselves behind 20
points, 65-48. The Bison never came
close again until the 3:46 mark when
they-were down by only 19 points .
When the game was over the Bison
foUrid Mike Jones , Fred Hill, __Kevin
Scott , David Wynn , and Derck Caracciolo on the bench with five fouls and
with bruised egos . Howard ' s Mike
Jones Jed the scoring with 13 points.

j•• ~
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Mid-Eastern Athletic Conferenb

I ,

'l. . ;'

Seventh Annual
Black National Swimming & Diving Chanipionship
Burr Gymnasium
March 1-3

'

13th A1111ual Basketball Tournament

I

March 1-3 . 1984
Gree11sboro Colisel1m
Gree11sboro, N .C.

~'.-; ,- ---'

'i.Oespite
1

'•

slow

start,

Bisonette

.

1

TIMOTHY ROBINSON

; orts Editor
):--~~~~~~~~~~

•

•

i,~ ·T he Lady Bison basketbal l team have

lontinued to be co1npetitive d~ring thi s
•n son. begi nn ing the campaign ' vith
veral first year players and a fe,, -.1_!41~ ~1ed ve1erans. the Bisonette wc1e in for
1, -.ong season .
.
.
.I' ·~ven m?re .damage occ urred. wtth ~ix
; , A !~ers being dec~ared academic~ll y in;'g1ble for the spn.n~ semester which left
1~ur players ren1a1n1~g on the f?Sler.
~., Howev er , the B1sonettes have remained tough. by mainly relying on the
outstanding play of the young ladies on
the tean1, an overall recOrd of 6- 19 and
2-7 MEAC may not be a tn1e indication
of the effort that has been _displayed .
f In the Bisonette con1e st agai nst
Georgetown Hoy as onWednesday, they
played val iently in the first half before
submin ing to an 86-64 lose at Burr gyn1nas 1u m.
The Hoyas too k advantage of the
Bi sonettes who played without senior
point-guard Michelle Dyer, to register 26
steals, after holding a slim 3 1-25 lead at
halftime .
Leading the Hoyas attack was Alyse
Westbrooks who s<::ored 24 points whi le
Can:Mlning 11 rebounds , _also adding to
die victory were Maura Gill, ( 19 point)
Genny Bendall ( 16 poi~ts~ 10 rebounds)
J:lnd Denise Barbour ( 15 points , ei ght
assists , eight steals) all scoring indoublefig ures .
The Bisonette were paced by Vicki
Ke nnedy, "Robin Duncan , and Lynette

1
ri

competitive

still

Eunches with 18 poi nts·. seven rebounds;
17 points. six rebounds and nine points,
13 rebounds. respec tively.

• •

•

Four players played major roles. in the
lopsided victory over UMES , assisting
were Robin Duncan 20 points, 17 rebounds, Vanesa Graham 20 points,
Lynette Funches 12 rebound s and
Miche lle Dyer giving out a game-high 15
assists .

The Lady Bi son are currently r.mked
second in the country in field goal percentagc on defense (35.0) amongst Division I schools.
G M holds lead
In the game against George Mason
Univers ity on Monday . the Bisonette
managed to stay cl<>se in the first half but
allowed the Colonials ' Jeanne Daumoras. 35 points and 12 rebounds. Ito score
2 1 points in the second half to gain a
72 _64 victory .

The J,ady Bison are
curre11ily ranked second in
the co11ntry in field !foal
percentage on defense

-------------------~
The Bisonette outrebounded the ~

-~

The Bisonette placed three players in
double-figures spearheaded by Vanessa
Graham wilh 22 points , Robin Duncan
who countribute 17 points and 11 rebounds and Lyne tte Funches with 13
points and nine rebounds.

~

'

Eagles, 49-38.

'
7~·

•
•

Also . contribut ing the Colonials victory was Valeri ae Douglas who canned
11 points and grabbed nine boards. to
allow GM to hold a 47-35 rebound . ..

'

edge .
George Mason held a two-points halftime led at 35-33 before fal ling behind in

-

the second hal f by as n1any .as 20 points .
•

Second MEAC win
ln action Saturday the Bisonette faced
MEA C o pp o ne nt · U ni ve r s it y of'
Maryl and -Easlcm Shore trouncing !he
Agles 56-38 to gain their second victory VaileSSa Gra11a111 (23 ) drives for :xisket 111
i~ conference play .

....

enrout~

to a 28-17 half- ·

time lead .
Placing the Eag le s wa s iGlenda
McDougal and Phyliss Hendricks with
13 and IO points, respectively .
With one game remaining on the 198384 regular season scheduled against
Delaware State at Burrgym the Bisonette
will conclude what has been a long sea·
son for the Lady b-ballers and a season
which has provided a great deal excite·
ment and a season ilnd unit}' amongst the
Lady Bison.
The conference playoffs will begin
Man:h 1-3 in Greensboro, N .C. with the
Winner having the opportunity to ad·
vance to the NC A~ tournament .,
Bisonette head coach Sanya Tyler
could not be reached for comment at the
time of submission of article.

By Brian-Br anch-Price-The Hilltop

Robin Duncan (33) shoals a
jw •ipa over the <Mitstretched

hands of a defen:ler.

State, th! Lady &on lost 65-5 I.

Bison place fourth
- - -7- - - .
By EDWARD LEWIS
Hilltop Staffwriter
." MentaJ errors were our problem in
the tournament . In a couple matches we
lose by one point - matc hes which easily could have been victories. but mental
errors caused defeat.' ' said Howard
Wrestling Coach Paul Cotton .
The Howard Grapplers fini shed
fourth in the Mid-Eastern Atlantic Con-

j
. '·

ference (MEAC) Championship. be-

'

'

hind frrst place Delaware State with 83
points and two champion s; second
place South Carolina State with 70
points and four champions; and third
p,lace North Carolina A&T with 57
points and two champions . Tournament
host. University of Maryland EastemShorc, fini shed fifth .
With six wrestlers pre sent , the
Grapplers managed to capture s ix
medals - two gold and four bronze .

'r•

:, '
' I

•1'

~·
~-

Senior captain Wendall Hughes 1ook
the gold in the 142-lbs category . Sophomore Vincent Thomas was victorious
in the 177-lbs title with a J 1-4 score to

•

take the gold.
''Wendall and Vincent pc.rformed
ot,Jtstanding. I was very impressed with
•
By
Bria
n
llrar1
cl1-J>rice-The
Hillto
p
I
Vine.cot because he defeated a wrestler
·\ F""'1mm Mike J°"'" (22) struggles for a loose boll in lfo\Wld's . who beat him twice in the regular season. ln the following weeks Vincent
56 48 win """ Brooklyn · Olllqje.

•

'S harks finish
•

'By RAY RAGLAND
. Hilltop Staffwriter

1

at

third

'' It was a big handicap , it affected
the relavs and the individual swims."
' ' I w"a s hoping they (the pledgCcs)
would rise to the occasion , but they just
didn' ' t have it."
But it was not a total disappointment ,
by far. The Sharks did manage to continue to improve with a 3rd place stapding as opposed to last years 4th place
fini sh .
They continue to prove they are a
tough .team with impressive victories by
Kenny Wilson who set 3 school records

They had come into these championships with expectations of fi(\i shing I st or 2nd . Why not'! They have
strong swimmers; they had beaten some
of their toughest competition and they
were dctennined .
But last week at Frostburg , Maryland
in a competition cal led the Tri-State
Champion ship . Howard Unversity
came up short to the likes of Fairmont
College who placed 1st with 653 points and won the 100-yard back stroke.
and Loyola College with 343 points.
Ceasar Williams returned to top form
Howard finshed 3rJ wilh 246 points. afid walked off with a I st place finish in
1bc results might have been a dis- thc,SO-yard freestyle . Courtney Miller
appoint 1n c n t to C oach Vonnie saved face in the diving competition
S t1ambourg~r who felt a major factor of after expectant wiMCr Kevin Holmes
ll)C outc"3mc was due to a number of his Jost hi s concentration and any hopes of
swimmers who are pledging .
placing anywbere near the lop. Muller

Tri-State

fini shed _,,- ct ~ 11 tht· l -!!'cter and fourth in
the 3- met ~· r ·,. 1-.· .pe, t:\'e ly.
The tri-.)taLe.) I.) ..... . :111petition that
re9uires extreme physical durability
with matches in the morning and at
night, Wilson felt that this also might
have beena factor.
.. ''We were not 100 percent competitively rea,,dy; we could have done .
better.' '
Wil son also felt that the Blac k
Nationals (which will take place next
week at Howard's Burr Gymanasium)
might have been a factor in their concentration.
''Minds were on Black Nationals ;
which might have o.vershadowed the
Tri-States in terms of priority . · ·
Despite the unepected fin ish at the
Tri-States Coach Shambourger remains
confident about their chances in the
•

will shock a lot o f people, " said
Cotton .
Finishing third for the bronze were
freshman Danny Ayen at 158; sophomore ~rge Foster at 132; junior Howard Rittenhouse at 150; and junior
Harold Spann at 126.
..
· 'These wrestlers fell short of victory
because of lack of concentration and
mentaJ errors . Harold is still suffering
from an injury, so I was pleased with
his third placing ," said Cotton.
As the Grapplers close out the season
things are not going to get easier. This
week the GrappIm leave for the NCAA
Eastern Regionals held at George
Mason University .
The best wrestlers on the F.ast coast
will compete in the regionals. In the
regionals team perfonnance is not as
important as individual performance.
because an individual victory in the regionals qualifies a wrestler for the
NCAA Division I Championship at the
Meadowlands .
' '1This week we will work hard on
reducing our mental errors . Now is the
time to have everything in proper perspective. I would like to have some
wrestlers in the national championship.
It would be a flf'St for Howard and an
honor for me as a coach.'' said Cotton.

I
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Photography by Brian

Bra11 ~ I ·

f) rice-The Hilltop

Guard George Hamilton (21) looks for an open man against
I .University of Maryland Ea.stern-More. Howard won SS.56.

\

Bl~ck National where Howard will be

the favorite .
·' ' I know my kids will swim better in
the Black Naitonals because we will be
at home-we always swim better at
home, I'm pretty confident but not so
confident to walk wibt my hands
down . ··

ALL ARE URGED TO COME
AN!l CHEER T.H E SHARKS
TO VICTf"\·P't A1 TltE 7th
ANNUAL

BLACK NATIONALS
MARCH \ . .J

Courtesy Sports 1nronna1icwl Oflkc

The. 1983~ Howard Univenity Swim Team wiU be the host temn ID
7th Annual Swimming lt Diving Championship : March 1-3, 11 the
Burr Gymnali11&
•

'
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•

•
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Grand Opening!!!
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1""°""*" yow 11nl11. ,_,. NII fOU
·•t*'lte, you GM t&Clfnl I lnftll

alana•Nr Fuo• etna1, Wa F omar

Tr.wnt l .ct'aal.
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University Sales Co.

"*flrll

.,.., in ... AJr Folot.' ,.... hew ...

e111p111tunhy••Wll•·me atl...., . . .
on aome ol 1at f't I• ....•d'1l1 a 1
in .,... Niie lleattk:81, ... a1111 r,

•

2904 Georgia Ave. N.W.

Architecturel ..SN• 1'1w E1 a' tar ....
S1nlor1 !'My ......, IO 1119ln 11 : . ......
pty rifhl e·nty. Juniort can J: \ now
end lllft r.c:aiwinl pty up to 12
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befci;s ••duat'loro.
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•

1·4K Jewelry, Men'·s and Women's Watches

•

Stereo and T.V. equipment, Cameras

Con1K15'1. K--1tMl ·llN
fot your 11111 cMMIMnl. Ot . - IN CJ 'In

tlltow. Myou Mnt IO work on N Cuninl
edge of tee~ CW. CIDn"I dsl& . . ....... ·
t6on• .,. Mina fllllcl , .

Designer Jeans and much more ...

I ..'

OA MAIL TO:
US AIR FOfta AECllUITING OFFICE
Building 1• 1 3
Room 200
'
Andrews A.Fl, MO 20331

Store Hours: Mon-Sat 10·6

.....

-

OR

'

•

CALL
482-.4415

SftllET

•

SfAtl llf'
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LSAT• GMAT• MCAT
GRE •DAT

Introduce your friends
,
to
•••
.

•

MCAT

•

1.00
OFF
Any Fo,.·Long Sub or Salad

1
1
.00
.
O
FF
Any Foot-Long Sub or Salad

Offer Good

Offer Good

-Exclusive l y for Howard Univ

students
-Held. on campus
-Cost - $150 for Howard Univ
students

..

MARCH 4

•

MARCH 4

The 1st step to success ...

c;:,;!A.5llW ·

CijU,5111W

•

HOWARD UNIVERSITY '

thru

thru

Good only at <Jec>rW.a and Florida Ave. st<re ;

Not good

~th

at

.

FEBRUARY 24

FEBRUARY 24

REVIEW

&-n Shoemaker· Kusko
- k Test Preparation Services

any other offer, ooe coupon per purcha!e..

Call TOLL FREE

l-aoo-345-3033
'.
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.

.
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.

·THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF
.
PHARMACY
.AND PHARMACAL SCIENCES
.
.
IS SEEKING AMBITIOUS MEN AND WOMEN

.

INDUSTRY,(;OVEBNMENT,AND
COMMUNITY. ALUMNI. OF
THE COLI.EGE
'
HAVE
THE HIGHEST STARTING SALARIES
.
FOR COLLEGE. GRADS, AVERAGING ABOUT
S30TOOO TO S3Z,OOO AFTER RECEIVING TBK
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DFGJUUC.
THE COLLEGE HAS A %00" CAREER
PLACEMENT RATE..

.
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Tutor-Counselon are needed for
_aummer pb•tt of tbe Upward Bound
jlrognm. Applications are available

Hilltopiu
'

Attention ALL North Carolini1111!!

There will be a VERY important
North Carolina Club Mectina on
M~yFeb . 27at6:30p.m. in room

at 2213 4th StJcet, N.W. (2 doors
from Hilltop Office). For more in-

116 Douglass Hall . The Tarheel
Stale arc asked to attend. Business of

fonnalioo call 636-6860.

Impoctant.
Human EcolOIY Car= Week
Join the 1~ Ivy Leaf Pledge Club

The School of Human Ecology will

of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa

sponsor its Annual Career Week dur,
ing March 12-15. Representati~e"s

Alpha Sorority, Inc . 111: the ''IVY
ENCORE'', at St. Paul's and Augustine ' s Church, 15th and V
Streets, North West from 10 p.m.
until 2 a.m .. Friday, Feb. 24.

· -----------you ready, me you ready, are
' 'Are

•

...., you ready for this?'' All persons in,. ,.. t;eresced in trying out to be a Howard
Univenity ClXlerleader, Gymnast, or
the mascot ''Big Blue'' are inVitcd to
attend the chcerle.ding clinic March
5-16, 5:00-7:30 p.m. Hard wort, a_
goQd attitude and determination are
required at the clinic. Ask any Vazsi{J Cheerleader for details.
Basement apartment f«rent . Thirty
minutes from Howard. Private entrance with bath . Share kitchen and
utilities . Rent $250 . Plus! one
month's deposit . 1721 DcWin Ave-.
Capitol Heights, Md . Call James
Collins at 967-6658-holt}C 636-6188-

-

Attention All Pn-Law Students:
There will be a meeting of the
Charles H. Houston Pre-Law Society
of Feb. 27 in Room 142, Blackbum

The S~artacus You.th League t~~ at '.5 p .m. All members please
sponsonng a class senes on Trot~ism: Rnolulionary Monism Today .
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY CHF.SS
The second class will be held on
CLUB
Monday, Febnlary 27 at 7:00 p.m. in
All students, faculty, staff, and
I Roule 142 Of Blackburn Center. For alumni are invited to attend the Orgamore infonnation call : 636-3537 .
nizational Meeting on Wcdnesday, 1
Feb. 29 at 7:30 p.m., in Room 251,
FASHIONS! FASHIONS! and more Scliool of Communications . Info:
FASHIONS BY Ahoof~ . Come and Mrs . Dowell , 636-6530 .

-

view arc Spring and Sununer line,

Wodncsday, February 29th . in the

West Ballroom of the Blackbum

ti.\1. STAFF

Center. Show time at 7:30 pm .
-nucst!!! Spon,
AHOOFE al your ·...,
SUGEE, I love you today much more

Sccrctarial and Cleric&! Profcssiona1
Social Club now forming at Howard . _ sored by the UGSA. Call 636-6918
University . To join andfor to request • for more information.

Slaff: P.O . Box· 2291, Columbia,
MD 21045. Include daytime phone
numbers .
Any campus organizations interested
in participating in a community service program entitled ''Friend to
Friend'' can contact Patricia B.

, V~es o(lhc Family and Child Serv,
- ices of Washington at 289-1'.510. The

pwJic5sc of the purpose of ·the pnr
gram is to enhance the growth and

development of pre and early junior
hlgb students identified as problematic.
•
SMITH,(:()RONA TYPEWRITER .
EXCELLENT CON DITION .
GOOD PRICE. CALL' 2%s8473 .
Leave Message .
1

TWO (2 ) BIRD CAGES WITH
MANY ACCESSORIES . GOOD
PRICES . CALL' 2'16s8473, Leave
Message .
BURGUNDY LEATHER BOOTS .
FEMALE size 61'> B. WORN ONLY
. ONCE! MADE IN BRAZJL. GOOD
PRICE . CALL: 296-8473; leave

message.

EVENTS
7

ATTENTION
to all students
who have signed up, and to those that
would like to assist the Political Sci\
ence Society in registering D.C. residents in the Le Droit, Shaw area
please me.ct in front of Cnunton Auditorium, at ooon, tomonow . 1be
Political Science Society eDCOW'llges
anY.one _to come and assist .
The Studio located at 501 W Stn:et
N.E. is sponsoring a voter registration drive oo Sa~y February 25th
beginning at noon. Later on in the
evening the Lavcmc: Recd daDCttS
and Gil S<olt her oi/jwill be perfomr
ing . For much more information
about the rickets and the time please
contact Ricky L. Ciay at the Studio .... at 832-0306 .
• AtTENTION • Atttntion Journalists Get Your Copy of the
''ReportenLegalGuide' ' Before It' s
Too Lale! Sold By Society FOr Pnr
fcssional Journalists (SOX) . Pricc$2.SO. Sold In Journalism Office .
To the students of Howard University;

Cricket is an old and little undentood sport . In fact it is America's
oldest oollegiale land sport,· the first
match being played in 1864. It is also
a sport about which people have
many misconccptioos. Many think it
is a boring, eccentric sport played by
foreigners . It might interest them to

In next week's
issue of the
'
---..,---------+ Hilltop the
Four slates
running for
the office of
Howard
UnivC;rsity
The Howard University Alm SociJoe Tucker, What the hell is goony
ety presents. in recognition of Black IUITl 700
gog,goo1
Student 1
Love Sonya History Month, a Cultural Film 1711 m JTUET, N.W.
Series: ' ' Reflections of Our African ""'5Hll'IG ION. DC,
Association
To the Brothers Of Kappa Alpha Psi. Past," Friday, February 24, "Old 20006 '
Africa and New: Ethiopia and BotsThe boys look. good!!!
ll0ll291·9ll7 .
President and
Lockett in the Pocket wana '' and '· Black ·Genesis '' beginning at 7: 30 p.m. in the West TTY (202)298~5
Vice-P1·esldent
MEO: Even though this may be late , Screening Room of the School of
it is never too late to express feelings Comm.unications . Admission is free .
The WomeO's Medical Center of
will
be
and say thank you . Thank you for a l 1 - - - - - - - - - - - Washington, D.C. Inc . offers the
the special times we've shared, esfollowing services : general mediprofiled.
ATTENTlON STUDENTS ! If cine; complete rcprodUctive health
pecially valentines day! Meg, Just as
I am a special part of your life you arc you want your resume , research or care; free ~gnancy testing; mcntaJ
Election day is ,
aspeciill part of mine. Love Ya Meg! thesis paper professionally typed and hcaJth services for individuals, couYour S weethart edited on a word processor at a rea- ples, families and groups; lectures
March
7;
1984.
sonable price, contact Cornell (726- and workshops.
What has a gold stinger and goes

IS TIIERE A MALE SHORTAGE
ON CAMPUS?
A workshop is being sponsored by
the Liberal Arts Student Council ,
Howard University and is to be led by

Audrey B. Chapman from the Uni,

' . The maversi!Y Counseling Service
jor gdai of the workshop is to explore
the dynamics that exist between students when the male lo femaJe ratio is
low . The workshop is scheduled for
March 5 from 4:00-5:30 p.m. in The
Blackbum Center, west ballroom .
The cost is free to students . For program infonnation or registration .
contact: Michele Smith or William
Manpier at 636-7009n o10.

ATTENTION ALL PRE- LAW
'STUDENTS: ON APRIL IO ANO
11 TIIERE WILL BE A PRE, LAW',
CONFERENCE SPONSORED BY
THE CHARLES H. HOUSTON
PRE-LAW SOCIETY RCpresentatives from various law schools will
be present to answer your Questions.
· Please look for more details about the
various events to take play.

than yesterday, but not as much as I

•

6133).

41S
Contact Barry Hudson for further information 265-7939

will tomorrow .

Scruffy
HAPPY BIRTIIDA Y RON!
We hope tomorrow brings you as
much joy as you h~ave brought us.
We Love You !!
MOM, DAD . and SARAH!

7

·~

PERSON AL' way-lay in the night?

wort.

more information, WRITE: H.U.

Mjghty Blue Bison punter caps
cox . Good Luck throughout the
$3.00 available at Slowe 3-207, Eton
pkidaie pe1k>d .
Cl>e!yl G. 304, Whealley 424, Meridiut 858 or
coll 797,9693 and 636--0525.
.
Congratulations 10 the Men of Kappa
Alpha Pai . Your Scrollers look very
STUDENT COMPUTER
good. They will definitely carry on GRAPHICS COMPETITION at
that great Kappa tradition. Because I American University on April 7th .
LOVE my Kappa man!!
·A.U. is flinging down the electtonic
C .G. gauntlet . Boot 'up your systems,
hackers! Face us if you dare! Prizes
Congratulations to my dear friend and prestige for the winners . Call
IVY Majella Chube. Good .Luck. I 686-2393 for infonnation and an
LOVE YOU .
application to accept the challenge.
7

AITENTION ALL VIRGINIANS:
IT IS SWEATSHIRT TIME! IF
·ANY VIRGINIAN IS fN,
TERESTED IN PURCHASING A
SWEATSHIRT TIIERE WILL BE
A MEETING ON MONDAY FEB .
27 at '.5 :00 p.m. at B-21 Douglass
Hall PLEASE BRING A DOWN
PAYMENT OF $5.

from over than . 40 employers
throughout the nation will participate
on panels, seminars, and workshops
designed to prepare students to
effectively negotiate the world of
wort and to mmake a positive impact
in their chosen career. For further information, contact Dr. Valora Washington, assistant dean, School of Human Ecology , at 636-7126.

Conan"•'Miona to Ivy Melanie Wil-

To L.B. Sorry the message was taken
the wrong way . What it meant was
not what others say it me,ans. your
friend .

Toni C., How come you don't call
me any more?

Mc

•

.

I

AITENTION! Enthusiastic , conscientious students, who enjoy working with people 10 perform errands,
home care, and personal services .
Must be highly motivated and have
own transportation. Flexible hours.
596-3'.583

The 3rd Annual Omega Shootout
will be held March 9 and 10. Yes. FREE AND CONFIDENnALPRl!Gs
this two day basketball tournament NANCY and Col1 ncellin1 . The Nontt. will consts~ of 32 (eight men per .. west Center, Inc. 24.56 PmnsytvaDia
team) baskstba11 teams . 1st prize- I st A'VCOue, N.W. (202)122-9787.
place trophy, two cases of beer and
All economics majors, ccooolnics
T·shirts , 2nd prize- 2nd place trophy
~oors. and intctested penom, there
and one case of beer, scmifinalistswill be an Abram Harris Ei:ooomics
each receive a plaque and split a case
~meeting February 29, 1984
of beer. 25 dollars to enter. Call

· Steve (797, 1720) or Barry (265,
793_9).

'

•

m die Coofeience Room-Economics

Department at 5:30 p.m..

7

•

•
John Madden

TAKE NOTICE!!! The 1984 Spring
Arts Festival , presents FASHIONATION '84; A Fashion Show . Auditions for this dynamic event will be
held Wednesday Feb. 29, 5 p .m. in
the West Ballroom of the Blackbum
Center. Registration and orientation
begins promptly at 4:45 p.m. You
must bring photo l .D. and validated
certificate of registration . Please BE
DRESSEll TO IMPRESS !!!
1be public relations office will sponsor a talent show for the employees at
Howard University Hospital . The
event will take place on Feb. 29 in the
Howard Univenity Auditorium at 3
p .m.

DECLAMATION CONTEST. The
Department of Romance Languages
j,nviles you to its Annual Dcc;lamation Contest on Wednesday March 7,
from 2:00-4 :00 p .m . in the Audicoriwn of the Blackbum C.Cnter.
For more infonnation call 636-67!i8 .

The Department of Political Science

presents a colloquium : RALPH
BUNCHE AND HUMAN
RIGHTS - A CONTINUING
LEGACY . Guest Lecturer: Dr.
Cllarles Hemy, University of California, Berkeley. Oat<: 1'ebniaty 23 ,
1984. Time: 7:00 P.M . Place: Doug,
lass Hall, Room B-21 . SponSbred by
the Black Politics Field Committee,
1be Graduate Students AssociatiOn
and the Polilkol Science Society.

Glyymph, Glymph, Glymph! and
know ~ the majcrity of i;pllege Brown, an. advertising and publishcricket playen are Americans ~ho ing company locllled in Inglewood,
learned the game in college and Mve will sponsor a writing contest u part
had a IOI of fun playing, and that the of the_,,local Black History month acU.S. bu sent te•ms into international tivities . 1be company will offer a
competition.
CASH prize· to the cooteat winner
· Last fall, the University of Penn- ~ an opportunity for his or her
sylvania Cricket Club was revived work to be published and distributed
after sixty yean dormancy. We me
nationally. Writers interested in
now about to plan our spring sche- more information can contact Mr.
dule and hope to play •gainll ICams Roo Glymph, al (213) 673-4860,_bes
from u many udmcoUegcs u possi- tween 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
ble, in the
and the foll.
We hope to ,.. ..W pOW1h in col,
legime cricket in America in the near
m:.- •Do.-.••
future. Youroollesebu..tldaclubin "It's A ''Fe'-··.,._, Ni·•...... ruu;
lbe put, and we bope you can revive Come experience the music and
ic. If you Re al all iDtae1t.ed in lbe lighting effectl of the Sound Service
- · we UIJC yoa m-.ct: Anps : DUco! When: Tonight, Febnwy 24,
Kodd•, Univenity of Pmasylvanil 1914. Where: Blackburn Center
CricbtCub, Bm 834, 3120 Locust Ballroom. Time: 10:30 p.m.-2:00
Wolk, Phi!Wlpbi•, Pa. 19104,
a.m. ~: $2.SO. The tint 10 gueats
better still, phone (21$) 387- will ~1ve
records . ~ and
6810.M•nhew Mitchell
· eipenence a b11 of l.etl Mania!
An&UI ""1die
. "
. "'
Univcnity of Pamaylvaaia Cricket
Spa•idi Club. Enjoy ArJeotine herb .
a.ti
1ea while teamiaa about 1 win Amer-'
.
Howanl Uahonity'I Club PbilodeJ, icu Mardi Gru fe1tivitie1 . The1
pbia ii ~ • ditcuaaioo with Speniah Club invites you IO ill next
Coa1re11maa William Gray on· - . . oD Friday, Feb. 24. al 3
Wedaeaday, Feb. 29, in the Un- p.m., in Locke Hall, Room 354.
dajiwlt•* Libory, ll "8 p.m. All
- invited.
l'lalll Sale Bo<any Qnw:nhooae. E.E. --:.;,::.
-"-·==;;:±:=====
Jmt Hall 4cb Floor.. Thunday, Feb. The COLLEGE OF ALLIED
23, 1984. Time 9:30a111s2:00 pm. HEALTH SCIENCES JS HAVING
Foe fwdw:t iaformltioa, call Mn. MEETING on Feb. 27 . Pk'as.e cic••w
Pllrkia Taylar 111136--6944 or 636s to Rm. 107 in the C/AHS 11' p.m.
,719. "
·
E'Vujonc: ii invited!!!
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